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EXECUTIVE PUBLISHABLE SUMMARY

TITLE: Aviation Policy information Resources based on Observatory Networks (APRON)

BACKGROUND

APRON responds to key action 2, ‘Sustainable Mobility & Intermodality’, objective 2.1 ‘Socio-
economic scenarios for mobility of people and goods’, task 2.1.1/12, ‘Observatory of the perfor-
mance of the European airport system. Assessment of the impact of air-traffic in the airports’.

The growing demand for air transport services increases congestion problems at airports with
serious negative consequences on the level of service offered to the travelling public, the quality
of the surrounding environment, and the safety of the air transport system. The relative
importance of airports in the intermodal transportation system is growing. The smooth
integration of airports in the overall transportation system prerequisites the availability of
relevant information.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of APRON are:
- To review, assess and collect existing data and information to satisfy user requirements.
- To work out all matters concerning the establishment of an airport observatory network
- To produce a technical environment to maintain, access and provide the observatory with

data and information in a user friendly way.

The envisaged users are:
- Transport policy makers
- Public servants of the transport sector
- Airport management
- Stakeholders of an airport
- Airline management based on benchmarking studies
- Airspace research institutions and consulting agencies (e.g., software houses)
- Banks and other commercial organisations
- European citizens.

EXPECTED RESULTS

- The major task of the project is the development & establishment of an airport observatory.
- Establishment of an observatory linked to European airports.
- Development of a scientific, technological and technical framework.
- The main information topics the observatory will provide are:

- Passenger O&D-flows and statistics
- Freight O&D-flows and statistics
- Airport infrastructure and geographical Information
- Performance Indicators
- Airport infrastructure investment data
- Access / egress and intermodality data
- Land use and environment data
- Airport competition data
- Airport privatisation data

- Assessment of existing policies and development of new initiatives with the aim to optimise
airport capacity utilisation and by large the entire transportation network in Europe.

The philosophy of the airport observatory will enclose:
- a win-win situation between airports, air traffic/navigation and policy/EC

- reliable, consistent and continuous data for policy makers
- partnership in the policy instrument development process for airports
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- sum of two information, benchmarks, monitoring for both parties , (display of
information without any further complex computation)

- tools adding value above the sum of two pieces of information to be defined by the advisory
board, e.g. based on the information collected complex routines (algorithms, models) are
used to provide supply & demand analysis, simulations, competition measures as additional
indicators for the stakeholders

- a high level of confidence concerning data
- data ownership is guaranteed for information provider
- data access defined for each type of information
- user hierarchy secured by access control mechanisms

- an user & provider friendly system to provide, collect, generate and access information

SCHEDULE

- Start of project: 2002-09-01
- End of project: 2004-12-31
- Workshop: 2004-11-19

DELIVERABLES

- Report on information sources and user requirements
- Report on data availability, collection and validation
- Web-based IT-system containing the observatory database
- Recommendations on the framework for maintaining a sustainable airport observatory

RELATED PROJECTS

4th FP: INFOSTAT, DATELINE; 5th FP: ETIS-BASE, ETIS-AGENT, OPAL

PARTNERS

Co-ordinator: Dr Mandel, MKmetric GmbH, Karlsruhe/Germany
Address: Durlacher Allee 49, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany
Email: mandel@mkm.de
Web page: http://apron.server.de
Partners: (organisation, person, address, phone, email, website)
- RC AUEB/TRANSLOG Athens University of Economics and Business / TRANSportation

Systems & LOGistics Laboratory, Mr. Prof. Zografos, Evelpidon 47A & Lefkados 33,
11632 Athens, Greece, phone: +0030-21-082-036-73, email: kostas.zografos@aueb.gr,
website: www.translog.aueb.gr

- AENA Air Navigation System Development Division, Mrs. Rosa Arnaldo Valdes, c/ Juan
Ignacio Luca de Tena 14, 28027 Madrid, Spain, phone: +34-91-321-3429, email:
rarnaldo@aena.es, website: www.translog.aueb.gr

- ISDEFE, Mr. Carlos Juste, c/ Edison 4, 28006 Madrid, Spain, phone: +34 914 115 011,
email: cjuste@isdefe.es, website: www.isdefe.es

- Onera Office National d’Etudes et Recherches Aerospatial, Mr. Michel Lemoine, 2 Avenue
E. Belin, 31055 Toulouse, France, phone: +33-56-22-52-645, email:
michel.lemoine@cert.fr, website: www.onera.fr

- Fraunhofer Institute-IITB, Mr. Gottfried Bonn, Fraunhoferstr. 1, 76131 Karlsruhe/Germany,
phone: +49-721-6091-301, email: bo@iitb.fraunhofer.de, website: www.iitb.fraunhofer.de

- NEA Transport Research and Training, Mr. Jan Jetten, Sir Winston Churchilllaan 297, 2280
DZ Rijswijk, The Netherlands, phone: +31-70-39-88-372, email: jje@nea.nl, website:
www.nea.nl

Additional participants:
- ADV - Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Flughäfen, Berlin/Germany
- AIA - Athens International Airport S.A., Athens/Greece
- Flughafen Wien Aktiengesellschaft, Vienna/Austria
- Aéroport Nice Cote d’Azur, Nice/France
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- Aéroport Toulouse-Blagnac, Toulouse/France
- ACI-Europe
- Eurocontrol
- Eurostat
- Other Airports:

Barcelona, Berlin-Tegel, Hamburg, Heraklion, Madrid, Munich, Stuttgart and Valencia

Usefulness and need of an airport observatory

All stakeholders participating in the workshop reconfirmed the relevance of a European Airport
observatory and underlined the relevance and usefulness for the European Airport Industry to
have an one-stop shop for airport related data like the APRON Observatory.

The APRON airport observatory prototype includes useful data categories with a sufficient level
of detail to cover important decision making and policy needs.

A huge effort was made by the APRON project to bring together and harmonise data not only
from the individual airports participating so far in the observatory, but also data coming from
other sources, e.g. Eurostat, Eurocontrol, ACI, etc. However, in order for the airport observatory
to realise its full potential in terms of valuable data, more airports need to provide data.

The airports representatives participating in the APRON workshop stated clearly their
preference in engaging ACI to be host for the APRON database whereby the possibility of
contracting external services is not excluded.

The stakeholders also reconfirmed their willingness to continue with the operation of the airport
observatory and emphasised the:
- need to increase airports participation in the observatory and
- problem regarding the cost associated with the maintenance of the data in the observatory.
The latter issue becomes more important for organisations that provide data for a number (as
opposed to a single) of airports when calculating the cost effectiveness.

To summarise the usefulness of the APRON system the benefits are structured by the different
user categories politics and airports as well as the technical and economic.

Politics respectively Policy makers

1. Identification, validation, and collection of existing data and information requirements of
the airport decision making and policy formulation process

2. Channelling harmonised and validated aviation-related information to the desks of policy /
decision makers and the need for a platform to transport aviation information to the desks of
policy decision makers

3. Transparency of input for the policy formulation processes based on facts delivered by
airports to increase the acceptability of European policy

4. Lobby tool for specific questions to be addressed
5. Influence on the definition and computation of policy indicators
6. Direct contact with policy decision makers due to their participation in APRON
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7. Permanent up to date information for an immediate reaction on policy issues
8. Europe wide approach for consistent information which is applicable to all airports
9. General source for the promotion of air transport
10. Increasing the level of understanding between policy makers and the airport industry
11. Possibility to monitor air transport policy
12. Potential to analyse effects of policy decisions

Airports internal use

1. Data source for diverse benchmarking
2. Strategic planning instrument
3. Contact points at operational level for the direct exchange of experience/knowledge
4. Data ownership is with the data provider and secure access to data
5. Consistency of comprehensive information
6. Basic information available for nearly all EU airports
7. Production of additional performance indicators from primary data available in the data

base
8. Fast access to data for urgent requests to enrich decision processes using the information
9. Information source for national policy tasks using comparisons with airports in other

countries
10. Assessment of e.g. airport development investments

Technical issues

1. Development of a platform / decision support system that will enable the dissemination, use
and interactive sharing of the collected information

2. Desktop approach
3. Availability of information via web 24/7 around the world
4. Access defined by general rules and hierarchical levels (i.e., reciprocity, granularity)
5. Flexibility to be extended concerning data items, indicators and hierarchies
6. All information electronically available
7. Ability to be extended for further services
8. Enter, edit, and extract data by remote function
9. Accountable framework of services
10. No physical co-location for data providers necessary (i.e., distributed provision of data)

such as Eurostat, Eurocontrol, airports
11. The technical platform can be run by external services with sufficient technical know how

and equipment as well as experience in the fields addressed in the air transport database

Economic benefit

1. Time savings in the data collection phase (airports already face some direct and indirect
costs for collecting information and data from fragmented sources)

2. One stop shop for data covering a wide range of information (supply, demand,
infrastructure, etc.)

3. Automated update function and web-authoring capabilities
4. Cost efficient data pool due to less efforts for data collection
5. Download function of data provides the option to use the data for airport internal analysis
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6. Production of tailor-made reports
7. Standardised data collection
8. Minimum investment necessary to run the database (web side linking the database,

contracting external services)
9. Reduction of double work by integration of existing data sources
10. Use of pre-specified or newly developed types of analysis by means of a combined use of

data maintained by APRON (i.e., use cases)

Estimated return of investment (ROI)

As well as the airports, the European Commission ( DG TREN) is also encouraging the
continuation of APRON if there is sufficient interest from the airports. For the continuation of
APRON it is important to have an agreement among the stakeholders to initiate it. In the second
year the target is to extend participation by the airports, to establish a pricing scheme and to
make the observatory self sustainable. The estimated ROI (in the following) shows clearly the
economic validity of the approach. The pricing scheme could be pay-per-use and proportional to
airport size. Whether airports pay for a yearly licence (1200 Euro or 5000 Euro) or they pay per
data extraction (prices for indicators then have to be defined) this can be implemented in a
flexible accounting system. The pricing scheme will have to be decided by the APRON
Observatory management and the data owners.
The following table shows the estimated ROI per year for the two phases “short term” and “long
term”:

Table 1 Estimated ROI: all function for APRON Observatory
ROI Short term k€

estimated
Long term k€
estimated

Costs 75 193
Revenues 0 271,2
Total ROI -75 78,2

Start-up financing is expected so that the observatory can be installed and the first set of
interested airports contributing can benefit, with the first year free of charge.

The computed estimated Return of Investment (ROI) listed above is based on assumptions that
there are 200 airports using the system and paying a monthly fee of 100 Euro which is an
extremely low price. A fee for policy users has not been put forward as this is a matter for the
APRON Advisory board to allow access and to evaluate whether the lobby function holds more
value than any price. There are also indications that other institutions such as airlines and
Eurocontrol would be interested in using the information for their own market analyses or
models etc but once again that will be up to the board to decide and no fees have been
suggested.

Although the estimates are rather conservative and neither worst-case nor best-case scenario, the
financial sustainability of the observatory is very likely, since more or less equal costs and
revenues can be achieved. Obviously the pricing could be adjusted accordingly to reach a break-
even point on a yearly basis. This would be in line with the philosophy of the observatory of
creating a win-win situation: the observatory is financially sustainable and the users have a
high-quality, one-stop-shop for data and information of the air sector.
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1 OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF APRON

The APRON project responds to key action 2, ‘Sustainable Mobility and Intermodality’,
objective 2.1 ‘Socio-economic scenarios for mobility of people and goods’, task 2.1.1/12,
‘Observatory of the performance of the European airport system. Assessment of the impact of
air-traffic in the airports’. The task was split into three main objectives.

The objectives of APRON are:
1. To review, assess and collect existing data and information to satisfy user requirements.
2. To work out all matters concerning the establishment of an airport observatory network
3. To produce a technical environment to maintain, access and provide the observatory data

and information in a user friendly way.

The Community added value of APRON is:
1. To provide highly organised, standardised and unified information, which will be

permanently validated by the airport industry, in order for it to be easily and directly
available for the European transport policy formulation process;

2. To reduce costs and increase efficiency in the decision process, as the information provided
by the observatory allows more concentration to be spent on the analysis of policy issues
instead of data collection;

3. To allow fast, direct contact and access to information on the institutions affected by the
new policies. As a consequence the level of mutual understanding increases in time, as the
policy decisions are based on information provided by the institutions who will be affected.
This allows a win-win situation to be created for all parties involved, which makes the
enforcement of the policy much more efficient; Ultimately these relationships can evolve
towards a partnership.

4. To stimulate the progress of policy monitoring for the benefit of society and the efficient
allocation of resources. This is achieved by reducing the need for data collection and
compilation in future work/projects, as information is easily accessible and the effects of
policy decisions can be more effectively analysed. This consequently allows for more
transparency in the decision making processes and the increase of the acceptability of
European policy from European citizens;

5. The achievements of several European projects were integrated with the aim of avoiding
double work. To also make optimal use of available sources (data, information) from task
related organisations like Eurostat, Eurocontrol and ACI-Europe, who have been contacted
and integrated as much as possible, as well as the European Commission DG TREN .

The contribution of APRON to technical and scientific objectives of key action 2, covers all the
objectives defined. The database and information system developed within APRON serves as
the input and contact point to the wider scope of ETIS, enabling and facilitating efficient
analysis of different policy options. Apart from being an enrichment to the information
generation process in addition to ETIS-BASE, it could also be used for testing in other
(framework) studies, stimulating efficiency in research and opening up the possibilities of
policy monitoring to enhance transparency and acceptance of policy actions at the European
citizens level. The easy access to information also allows more competition among smaller scale
research organisations in the modelling market. It provides a regulatory and accountable
framework reflecting the socio-economic objectives. APRON also enables and facilitates the
analysis and operation of attractive, environmentally-friendly and efficient transport means as
well as modal and inter-modal systems for managing operations and providing services. In this
manner, it also contributes to other objectives.

The innovation of APRON relates to the fact that an airport observatory network did not exist
and the European Commission did not have direct access to an airport performance information
system to withdraw policy-sensitive information prior to APRON. The system, the information
and the providers now allow a new type of interaction with the policy makers to benefit the
decision process and to streamline the efforts towards the main policy aims such as more
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efficient use of scarce infrastructure resources, intermodal transport, etc. as mentioned in the
task description. This has been established in a pan-European context and is available in a user
friendly way.

The work plan of APRON consisted of a four-phase approach:
- Phase 1: Review of existing data, information and definition of the user requirements.
- Phase 2: Collection and validation of existing data and information
- Phase 3: IT-Prototype development and validation
- Phase 4: Developing and establishment of an airport observatory network
It was necessary for the different phases to overlap to ensure consistency throughout the project
but the sequence of the phases reflect the importance of the different objectives of this task
throughout the projects life time.

The results of APRON have been disseminated by paper and are available on the Internet.
Furthermore the results of APRON were presented at a final workshop and have also been
promoted at bilateral meetings with potential new members as well as potential users of the
network.
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2 CHARACTERISTICS, FACTS AND ACHIEVED RESULTS

As well as the different phases mentioned previously, the APRON project was structured into
different workpackages as shown in the figure below. In the following sections the work
undertaken and the results achieved during the project will be stated for these workpackages.
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2.1 WP1 Review of existing information and information sources

Statistics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 8 months
- Total workload: 12,25 MM
- Partners involved: AAE, AENA, FHG-IITB, ISDEFE, NEA, ONERA, RC AUEB/Translog
- Deliverable: D1

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP1 were:
- the identification of the sources from which relevant and reliable data pertaining to strategic

airport policy analysis and management can be retrieved,
- the particular data items that can be provided by each of the identified information sources,

and
- the conditions under which this data can be retrieved for use within the observatory

network.
Please note that the main users of information from the Observatory will be the airports and
National and European Authorities for policy making purposes.

To fulfil the objectives the following tasks have been executed.
- Identification of information sources

- The potential sources to be studied have been: Airports, national agencies, and
specifically, Eurostat, Eurocontrol and ACI-Europe.

- Identification of data items
- Airport data divided into categories of indicators.
- Surveys by the EC and/or national agencies.
- Where available, data on interactions between the airport(s) and the rest of the transport

network.
- Identification of institutional, organisational and legal issues.

The results of WP1 and D1 have been used specifically by WP2 (Information requirement
analysis), WP3 (Data collection and validation) and WP7 (Prototype development).

Methodology

The methodological approach, developed for the identification and collection of the information
sources and the corresponding data, was originally devised by Translog for Greece and
Switzerland. It was later applied to the rest of the research. The steps are depicted in the
following figure:
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Definition of the
classification criteria for the

information sources

Identification of information
sources for the countries

under examination

Classification according to
criteria

Integration of information
sources into present survey

Determination of types of
data eligible for strategic

airport policy analysis

Review of existing
information sources for data
relevant to strategic airport
policy analysis for Greece

and Switzerland

Major information sources
outside Greece and

Switzerland

Information sources in
Greece and Switzerland

Air traffic data
vs.

air transport data

9 classification criteria

The specific steps comprising of the aforementioned methodological approach are described in
detail as follows.

Determination of data required for strategic airport policy analysis:
In the early stages of the analysis, the amount of information available could be broadly
classified in two categories, namely “airport data” and “air transport data”. The first category
refers to data explicitly focused on specific airports and is, therefore, eligible for strategic
airport policy analysis, while the second category contains general air transport data not at
airport level detail(e.g., total passenger movements in one country on a specific period), and is
therefore not directly eligible for strategic airport policy analysis.

Airport data that was identified as appropriate for performing strategic airport policy analyses
was further classified in the following categories:
- traffic statistics (demand-side), such as number of movements, passengers and freight

transported through the airport’s terminals and
- aeronautical data (supply-side) pertaining to the airport infrastructure, such as number and

length of runways, number of APRON stands, ground handling and passenger facilities,
navigational aids and equipment etc.

Definition of the classification criteria for the information sources
The categorisation of the resulting information sources was conducted according to the
following classification criteria:

- Characterisation of data: demand / supply / performance / various:

- Demand data: traffic statistics, aircraft movements, passengers, mail and cargo
movements and volume, etc.
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- Supply data: schedules, physical layout, runway configurations, provision of
aeronautical aids etc.

- Performance data: indicators of infrastructure utilisation (runways, aprons etc.), delays
etc.

- Various data: financial indicators.

- Nature: electronic / hard copy.

- Acquisition status: free / subscription.

- Availability status: public / private.

- Information renewal: static / dynamic.

- Format of data presentation: text / figures / tables.

- Format of information source: html / pdf / xls / doc etc.

- Level of detail: low / medium / high.

Identification of information sources for the countries under examination
The definition of the criteria under which the classification of the information sources was
realised was followed by the identification of the information sources for containing air traffic
data and aeronautical information for EU17. In general the information sources were classified
according to their origin as:

- information sources within EU171 (e.g. National Civil Aviation Offices, airport web pages
etc.).

- information sources outside EU17 (e.g. Eurocontrol, ACI-Europe, Eurostat).

The characterisation of the identified sources as being appropriate for inclusion in the present
review was based on whether these sources contained data that could be classified into one of
the two categories presented in the section “Determination of data required for strategic airport
policy analysis”, namely traffic data and aeronautical data.

Classification according to the identified criteria
The features of each information source that was identified as being appropriate for inclusion in
the study were reviewed under the criteria identified. A detailed table for each information
source containing the results of the classification was created.

Work related facts

During the work carried out in WP1, three important facts were discovered:
- Firstly, some of the actors, both organisations and airports were reluctant to co-operate ,

mainly due to sensitivity problems with the requested data.
- The role of EUROSTAT changed after new European regulation on statistics, ensuring an

important core for the APRON observatory.
- The quality and quantity of data in the various sources studied proved to be quite

heterogeneous.

Achieved results

The result of workpackage 1 is Deliverable D1 of the project APRON. It represents the results
of the work performed by all project partners in WP1 (Review of Existing Information and
Information Sources). The final goal of the project is establishing an Observatory of airport-
related data, mainly for policy making purposes.
                                                     
1 EU17 = EU15 + Norway and Switzerland
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The report describes airport information found in the WP1 survey for a substantial number of
European airports and organisations related to them. The analysis of those sources includes the
types of data available and some relevant conditions for their use.

One of the major challenges faced by the APRON project was to convince the airports to
provide access to their data through the use of the observatory.

To facilitate this task APRON has been using two concepts to stimulate participation: In the first
place, the “Win-Win” situation. This concept supports a project approach and project results in
which all contributors give something and gain something in return. Secondly, the “Snow-ball”
effect resulting from the fact that the Observatory must have a minimal “critical mass” of
participants and information in order to invite other potential contributors to join.

The scope of the survey included the countries of the EU plus Norway and Switzerland.
Notwithstanding, some information regarding potential sources and contacts has also been given
for candidate EU countries.

The addressees of this workpackage are:
- The European Commission.
- Other WPs within APRON.
- APRON Advisory Board.
- Other airport related projects.
- Stakeholders and organisations related to this sector.
- Other actors concerned with this kind of data.

The objectives of the project and the consortium working on it serve the general interest of the
community more than in many other cases. This fact has been well understood by the present
contributors to whom APRON must give credit for helping the project advance towards its goal.

Conclusion

In context of the data source investigation, data from various countries (EU 15, Switzerland and
Norway) has been considered and analysed for the observatory needs. The national statistical
bodies and aviation organisations were primarily contacted. Airlines, airports and aviation
associations (e.g. ACI-Europe, ADV) as well as institutional bodies such as Eurostat and
Eurocontrol were contacted for their particular information sources. From each data source a
template highlighting the available data and restrictions for accessing the information was
completed. If available web sites have also been named. The outcome of the investigation is
available in deliverable 1 (Review of existing information and information sources).

Of the data sources gathered, a number of technical problems arose from the “ambitious” aim of
not only providing homogeneous, easy-to-use access to multiple, inhomogeneous data sources,
but in particular to develop extra services, which allowed the establishment of win-win
scenarios between involved and future stakeholders of the APRON Observatory Network. Some
of the technical problems involved were:
- APRON had to deal with multiple, inhomogeneous data sources,

- data from different sources had different formats, different data detail and granularity,
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- time scales and survey periods did not coincide or were in some cases inconsistent with
each other,

- available data was usually „static“ (snapshot at a given time); updates were not very
frequent due to the (technical) effort required,

- data analysis and presentation tools varied, were too specific or difficult to handle; they
were missing (e.g. full-text search, flexible aggregation, ...),

- new data sources, analysis/presentation methods were difficult to integrate,

- easy, intuitive access and (where possible) „automatic“ data updates had to be provided,

- and – last but not least – ownership and legal issues had to be addressed from the technical
point-of-view (access rights, security … ).

2.2 WP2 Information requirement analysis

Characteristics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 8 months
- Total workload: 11 MM
- Partners involved: AENA, MKmetric, ONERA, RC AUEB/Translog
- Deliverable: D2

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP2 were:
- the identification of the stakeholders in the air transport policy making process,
- the elicitation and analysis of the information requirements capable of “feeding” /

supporting the different elements of the airport and air transport decision making process,
- the elicitation of the user perceptions and attitudes with respect to the preferred

functionalities of the airport observatory network / platform,
- the identification of the requirements and constraints to establish and maintain an

observatory network.

To fulfil the objectives the following tasks have been performed:
- Definition of a methodological framework for requirements elicitation.
- Identification of Relevant Stakeholders.
- Information Requirement Analysis,

- systematic elicitation of the information requirements of the identified stakeholder
groups,

- identification of technical requirements and constraints related to the establishment and
maintenance of the observatory network.

The results have been used in WP3 to access the data and information in an efficient way. WP 7
has considered and incorporated WP2 results as database requirements.

The results of WP2 and D2 have been particularly used by WP3 (Data collection and
validation), WP6 (Establishment of the airports observatory network) and WP7 (Prototype
development).

Methodology
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The result of work package 2 is Deliverable D2 of the APRON project. It represents the results
of the work performed by all project partners in WP2 (“Information Requirements Analysis”).
The work to be performed was split into the following tasks:
- to identify the stakeholders and interest groups involved in the formulation and

implementation of the airport decision making process,
- to develop a data collection template / instrument for the elicitation of the information

requirements and preferred system features / functionalities,
- to elicit and analyse the information requirements capable of “feeding” / supporting

different elements of the airport decision making process in the form of a consolidated and
prioritised indicator list,

- to analyse the user perceptions and attitudes with respect to the preferred functionalities and
modules of the airport observatory network / platform, and

In order to accomplish the objectives of the aforementioned tasks, a well structured and
integrated methodological approach was developed in order to identify this information in a
systematic and structured manner that will ensure completeness and consistency of the final
outcome, i.e. the information requirements for the development of the airport observatory
network. The proposed framework consists of five major methodological steps. The first step
involves the identification of the airport observatory strategic objectives. Based on these
objectives, a data collection and analysis methodology (second step) for the elicitation of the
information requirements from the different stakeholder groups has been developed. The major
outcome of this analysis was a generic survey instrument that served the purposes of
horizontally collecting (i.e., all applicable geographical areas / countries) the various
information requirements of the various airport stakeholders. The third step involves two
intermediate phases: a) the identification of the decision making processes related to airport
development and operation, and b) the identification of the stakeholder groups involved in and
affected by the airport decision making process. The fourth step addresses the core of the data
collection phase through the operation of the generic survey instrument and the implementation
of an extensive survey by means of various data collection techniques. Within the framework of
the next step (fifth step), the collected data was assessed and analysed based on the specified
analysis methodology and in particular qualitative techniques / instruments (e.g., Quality
Function Deployment – QFD, Goal Functioning Method - GFM) in order to elicit the
information requirements per type of actor / stakeholder. The major and ultimate objective of
this step was the development of a tentative indicator list that incorporates the information
requirements (in the form of specific data / indicators) stated by the superset of stakeholders
surveyed in all geographical areas / countries covered by WP2 participants. The indicator list
reflects the result of the interview / survey process by also including information on the data
characterisation, importance / priority, data owner / source, units of measurement, format, data
granularity, harmonised indicator definitions etc. According to the analysis methodology, the
collected data was further analysed and synthesised in the subsequent methodological step
(sixth step). The objective of this step was to formalise and prioritise the information
requirements and services elicited per stakeholder group for the purpose of formalising and
developing a final indicator list by assigning priorities for inclusion (based on their stated
importance) in the airport observatory.
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The motivation for the identification of stakeholders was to elicit and reflect the perspective and
information requirements from a large number of different actors in the airport community, as
well as from actors representing different business functions / units and operations in the
airports (e.g., operations, finance, business planning and development, IT support, commercial
services). The major principle for classifying and identifying the relevant stakeholders was to
address the perspectives, attitudes, and information requirements of actors in the airport
community that represent either potential interest / user groups or data providers of the APRON
observatory. Among the major user groups and potential data providers, the following actors
have been identified:
- transport policy makers,
- national aviation authorities,
- airport management,
- airport stakeholders,
- airline management,
- airspace research institutions and consulting agencies,
- associations and other organisations,
- financial organisations, and
- European citizens.

As far as the respondents per geographical area are concerned, the survey sample was primarily
focused on senior airport executives and other top-level executives from airport service
providers, civil aviation authorities, airlines, ATC, public authorities (e.g., ministry), airport
associations, aviation research institutes, etc. In particular, the overall sample of stakeholders in
the geographical areas (German, Greece, the Netherlands, France, Spain) covered by WP2
analysis includes more than 25 respondents (i.e., top-level executives) from a number of actors
and organisations involved in or affected by the airport operations.

Work related facts

During the work carried out on WP2, three important facts were discovered:
- Seven categories of data were identified as being the most important:

- airport operational data, infrastructure,
- flight and passenger schedule information,
- capacity and delays relevant data,
- noise and safety / security data,
- general airport data (e.g. codes, types, categories),
- financial performance data,
- other data (e.g., organisation, planning, land use, regulations, employment by type).

- On the whole the passenger demand data was considered to be the most important data.
- The major outcome of the information requirements’ analysis process was the development

of a prioritised indicator list incorporating the information requirements (in the form of
specific data / indicators) stated and prioritised by the superset of stakeholders surveyed in
all geographical areas / countries covered by WP2 participants.

Achieved results

The summary results per geographical area covered by WP2 participants provides an indication
of the information requirements (and their characteristics) elicited by the superset of
stakeholders surveyed in all geographical areas / countries. The major outcome of these
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summary reports was the development of a tentative indicator list that incorporates the
information requirements in the form of specific indicators. This indicator list reflects the results
(i.e., information requirements) of the interview / survey process by including also information
on the data characterisation, importance / priority, data owner / source, units of measurement,
format, data granularity, harmonised indicator definitions etc., as this was elicited from the
airport stakeholders in all geographical areas covered. In addition, the indicator list was
enriched and further validated by a large audience of airport directors mainly from Switzerland,
Austria, and Germany, while this recurring activity with the participation of airports was
continued throughout WP3 in order to validate, refine, and formalise the list of indicators to be
collected accordingly. By observing the interviewees’ responses and overall, synthesised
priorities / importance estimates of the list of identified indicators, it can be safely said that the
most important clusters of indicators / information requirements are those addressing supply-
side infrastructure data, operational data and financial performance variables. The following are
among the most important categories of information requirements:
- airport operational data (number of available runways, runway designation, runway

configuration and dependency, separation minima, ground radar availability, runway
instrumentation, number of taxiways and taxiing time, number of terminals, turnaround
times, terminal size, check-in counters, baggage claim system, passenger screening system,
number of rapid taxiways, duration of final approach path etc.),

- flight and passenger schedule information,
- capacity and delays relevant data (e.g., annual runway capacity, declared hourly capacity,

apron capacity, annual terminal capacity, capacity constraining factor, average delays in
arrivals and departures, arrival and departure delay distribution, flights delayed, total annual
delay),

- noise and safety / security data (e.g., noise data by gridpoint, noise contours, external risk
contours, safety of airfield operations, security procedures),

- general airport data (e.g., airport code / name, type of air navigation service, catchment area,
ATC service provider, total airport size, airport facilities, parking fees),

- financial performance data (e.g., balance sheet, profit and loss account, aeronautical Vs. non
aeronautical income, revenues by type, ground handling charges, charges by aircraft and
passenger), and

- other data (e.g., organisational structure, planned infrastructure developments, land use
planning, regulatory issues, employment by type).

On average the respondents assigned lower importance / priorities to demand-side data
pertaining to baggage, cargo, and aircraft movements (passenger demand data was considered
more important), with the same also being applied to APRON utilisation data. In practice it was
intended that the resulting list of prioritised indicators should constitute a tentative tool and
provide guidance during the phase of the physical data collection (i.e., WP3) for inclusion in the
airport observatory.

Conclusion

The major objective of the WP2 deliverable was to identify the stakeholders and interest groups
involved in the formulation and implementation of the airport decision making process, and
thereafter to elicit and analyse the information requirements capable of “feeding” / supporting
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different elements of the airport decision making process in the form of a consolidated and
prioritised indicator list. To this end, a well structured and integrated methodological approach
was developed to identify this information in a systematic and structured manner that will
ensure completeness and consistency of the final outcome, i.e. the information requirements for
the development of the airports observatory network.

The ultimate outcome of this methodological approach was the development of an indicator list
incorporating the information requirements (in the form of specific data / indicators) stated by
the superset of stakeholders surveyed in all geographical areas / countries covered by WP2
participants. This indicator list reflects the result of the interview / survey process by also
including information on the data characterisation, importance / priority, data owner / source,
units of measurement, format, data granularity, harmonised indicator definitions etc. Finally, the
collected data / indicators were further analysed and prioritised by the participating stakeholder
groups for the purpose of formalising and developing a final indicator list by assigning priorities
for inclusion (based on their stated importance) in the airport observatory.

By observing the interviewees’ responses and overall, synthesised priorities / importance
estimates of the list of identified indicators, it can safely be said that the most important clusters
of indicators / information requirements are those addressing supply-side infrastructure data,
operational data and financial performance variables. The respondents also assigned on average
lower importance / priorities to demand-side data pertaining to baggage, cargo, and aircraft
movements (passenger demand data was considered more important), with the same also being
applied to APRON utilisation data. In practice it was intended that the resulting list of
prioritised indicators should constitute a tentative tool and provide guidance during the phase of
the physical data collection (i.e., WP3) for inclusion in the airport observatory..

Furthermore, a number of technical and operational issues and user attitudes were also elicited

during the survey of the targeted stakeholders. The respondents unanimously agreed that they

will be willing to provide the available information content to the observatory network provided

that reciprocity issues will be guaranteed (i.e., mutual cooperation and data sharing between

airports), while confidentiality issues will not be violated (e.g., in some cases anonymous

citations of information or performance figures / metrics could be alternatively used). Another

useful observation relates to the fact that all respondents were willing to provide the information

in a standardised format that will be commonly agreed upon and further communicated by the

APRON operator, provided that these standardisation efforts will not result, in effect, in

intensive information processing on the data provider side (e.g., airports). Regarding the system

administration features, it was agreed upon that an independent authority (with the active

participation and strong commitment of airports) should be established in order to operate and

commercially exploit the APRON observatory. This exploitation body should undertake the

operation, promotion and enlargement of the observatory network, while simultaneously

maintaining and enhancing the APRON information system. Furthermore, the APRON operator

should obtain direct and exclusive administration privileges to the system. On another issue,
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there were no special requests by any of the stakeholders for any kind of gradual or selected

access to the system, i.e., all committed actors could have full access to the information

maintained by the observatory irrespectively of the type of actor and content / type of

information in consideration.

2.3 WP3 Data collection and validation

Statistics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 9 months
- Total workload: 30,5 MM
- Partners involved: AAE, AENA, FHG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric, NEA, ONERA, RC

AUEB/Translog
- Deliverable: D3

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of work package WP3 are:
- to collect the data items of interest from the relevant data providers, and
- to prepare the data for inclusion in the observatory network database. During this procedure,

the various integration possibilities and issues will be explored and addressed, in order
- to achieve a harmonised and structured storage.

To fulfil the objectives data has to be collected on the following topics.
- Passenger O&D-flows and statistics
- Freight O&D-flows and statistics
- Airport infrastructure information and geographical information
- Performance indicators
- Airport infrastructure investment data
- Access/ Egress and intermodality data
- Land use and environment data
- Airport competition and slot utilisation data
- Airport privatisation data

The results of WP3 were described in D3 and stored in a database which consisted of the input
and results of WP7 (Prototype development). In addition WP4 (Information validation) used
this output to decide which indicators the policy decision makers can use for the development of
new policies.

Methodology

Work package 3 (WP3) defines the core of the APRON project. Based on the user requirements
that were defined in WP2, demand data, airport infrastructure data, investment data,
accessibility data, etc was collected from sources indicated in WP1 and from the airports that
participate in the project. The data was checked and validated and stored in a structured manner
in the APRON databank. The steps after WP3 were WP4 (Information validation) and WP6
(Establishment of the Airport Observatory Network). In these steps attention was paid to how
the collected data can be used, using case-studies to demonstrate the various possibilities. The
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work packages 4 and 6 ran more or less parallel with WP3. This was also the case for WP7, that
encompassed all APRON activities with the development of the IT-Prototype system.

The first step in WP3 was to define the actual set of Indicators to be collected. This new list was
drawn up after ample discussion within the Consortium and with the Advisory Board. Part of
the data was collected from Eurostat (e.g. passenger, cargo and aircraft movements),
Eurocontrol (e.g. flight information), or other centralised sources, but the majority from the
airports. A survey template was developed for the data collection from the airports.

The airport survey was organised at 12 airports in 5 countries:
- Germany: München, Hamburg, Stuttgart, Berlin-Tegel
- Austria: Vienna
- Spain: Valencia, Madrid, Barcelona
- France: Toulouse, Nice
- Greece: Athens International Airport, Heraklion
The information collected in the airport survey has been validated.

In addition to the primary indicators, derived indicators (e.g. ratios, aggregations) were
produced and with the help of models, simulation routines and algorithms, indicators were
computed and available to the Observatory based on input from the primary indicator data and
external resources.

Work related facts

During the work carried out on WP3, six important facts were discovered:
- Problems were experienced with respect to the timing of the data collection due to the fact

that the summer season constitutes a rather busy period for airports, making it difficult to
contribute to the data collection process or schedule meetings, interviews etc. In addition,
the workload resulting from data collection was too much to be handled by a single person,
the airport management had to therefore agree to assign different contact persons from
different departments / divisions to assist the local APRON partner with the data collection.

- The availability of data differs per airport and the (available) data is classified as public or
sensitive differs again per airport. Certain data or information is not collected or maintained
by the airport on a regular basis but only produced on demand for a specific use.

- The indicator list reflects the information needs of actual multiple decision makers and is
therefore, not primarily directed towards research. In consequence, not all tasks mentioned
in the proposals description could be covered at the same level, e.g. for task 3.8 (Airport
competition and slot utilisation data) no indicator was proposed. For more details, please
refer to the full indicator list attached to D2.

- The observatory will be viable and self-sustainable if the airport community is willing to
provide and update the content (online via internet) and this is based on the assumption that
the observatory has valuable data for the airports.

- Even if some information is already known to the outside world, airports have stated that
even data samples are valuable. The same can be said of the computation of many of the
indicators which have to be maintained on a regular basis to remain as up to date as
possible. It is then crucial to also have access to the Eurostat data as well to the Eurocontrol
flight by flight data (exclusive the carrier sensitive routing data). The latter could be
substituted by a less accurate combination from commercial sources.

- Airports will only contribute sensitive data once they have tested the environment and can
be sure that the data security is guaranteed.
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Achieved results

The results of workpackage 3 for the APRON project are Deliverable D3 and the databases that
have been created for further use in the project. A short overview of the data collected is
summarised hereafter.

Eurostat

Eurostat co-operated at all levels in all matters. The requested information which had already
been validated was provided as soon as it was released internally. The following data is or will
be available from the Apron server:
- Aviation statistics 2000 and 2001 provided
- Aviation statistics 2002 were released mid October 2004, which was too late for it to be

included
- Aviation statistics 2003 are not yet available and could therefore not be included
- Socio-economic statistics

In the foreseeable future available air statistics can be accessed via the web and the data as well
as the analyses will be included in the database.

Eurocontrol (flight data)

To generate approximately 100 indicators flight schedule data is necessary. To test the approach
used by APRON some test data was provided. Data was produced for the months October 2002,
July and October 2003. Another test sample was provided for July 2004 but the airline
information was omitted and the computation of services could not be performed. In response to
this Eurocontrol received a first analysis so that the use of data was made transparent. A special
file was generated containing all items on how the flight by flight data is used.
To be 100% correct in the generation of aggregated indicators, data for a whole year is
necessary, which can also be performed by Eurocontrol. To generate a satisfactory level of
detail for indicators based on algorithms and models, secondary information (e.g. about airlines,
regions, aircrafts) and routines are needed one month per quarter.

A principal request to release the flight by flight data based on an agreement with the data
owners or a bilateral MoU was officially directed towards Eurocontrol however due to the
sensitivity of the data they were unable to provide the data, and this issue could not be resolved
by the consortium during the lifetime of the project.

An alternative suggestion would be to combine commercial sources which cover approximately
90% of the information but the risk will be with the reported aircraft types. The second
alternative concerns an official request, e.g. by the European Commission to the national airport
co-ordinators to provide the data. This manner has been examined but in the light of an efficient
observatory and avoiding an administrative regulation, the consistent data set of Eurocontrol is
the preferred way to go if a solution with regard to the data ownership could be found..

Eurocontrol (other data)
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As a rule, Eurocontrol provides aggregate data (no airline-specific information was released)
and with regard to the delay of available information, Eurocontrol has provided the information
according to the definitions used by themselves. Concerning the IFR and VFR aircraft
movements, no accurate values are available at Eurocontrol but based on a hypothesis which
assigns different aircrafts to the categories, indicators could later be provided if necessary .
There is no information available about aircraft movements per noise category (Cat I and II) and
the utilisation of radar vectoring.

Information concerning aircraft incident and accidents is very sensitive and Eurocontrol
evaluated the available information as incomplete. Such sensitive detailed information was
unavailable to APRON via the web, except per country as already published by Eurocontrol.

Other sources

Airport survey data from the following other sources is available via APRON:
- ACI / Eurocontrol airport survey
- Seabird
- Seaplane

Airport survey

The airport survey was organised at 12 airports in 5 countries:
- Germany: München, Hamburg, Stuttgart, Berlin-Tegel
- Austria: Vienna
- Spain: Valencia, Madrid, Barcelona
- France: Toulouse, Nice
- Greece: Athens International Airport, Heraklion

Evaluation of the airport survey

An evaluation of the survey is available per subtask and per airport. There is a wide variety in
the response rates per subtask and per airport and a wide variety of reasons exist why questions
could not be answered. A global indication of the response follows:

Passenger & aircraft

- Information on the total number of passengers and aircraft movement has been provided
- Information on VFR operations and CAT I & II operations was only available in certain

cases
- information on transfer passengers was only available from Athens OD

Freight

- Information about baggage handling (number of pieces or kg) was provided by
approximately half of the airports

Airport infrastructure

- Most runway information is available for most airports
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- At least some information on visibility problems have been given for the majority of the
airports

- Cargo information is available for the majority of the airports
- Most terminal and gate information is given for most airports

Performance data

- Some delay information is available for only some of the airports
- Some employment information is available for only some of the airports
- For a minority of the airports there is some information available about revenues, rents,

retail income and sales
- For half of the airports information on the retail outlets is available
- Financial balance sheet information is available for half of the airports

Investment 2004 – 2010

- Infrastructure investment information is available for most of the airports
- Information about benefits of infrastructure investments hardly exists
- Information about investment in environmental issues exists for some of the airports
- For some airports information is given about changes in capacity

Investment 2011 – 2020

- Apparently information about investments in this period does not exist

Accessibility

- Modal split information for passengers is available for all airports
- Modal split information for employees is available for half of the airports
- Accessibility information is available for most of the airports

Environment

- Issues are given for all airports
- Noise contours information is available for half of the airports
- Accident information is in some cases available

Privatisation

- For most of the airports most information is available

Computed indicators

In addition to the primary indicators, derived indicators (e.g. ratios, aggregations) have been
produced and with the help of models, simulation routines and algorithms indicators have been
computed and made available to the Observatory based on the input from the primary indicator
data and external resources. The primary set of indicators (covering 12 airports) was enriched
by more than 100 computed indicators for nearly all airports within the European Union,
Switzerland and Norway. The range of computed indicators covers topics such as accessibility
for cohesion, competition, market penetration and potential, catchment areas, hemisphere of
dominance, level of service and structure, demand and supply analysis.
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Data validation

Data validation was carried out for the data collected in the airport survey. This phase was co-
ordinated by NEA, who did the actual validation, formulated questions for the data collecting
partners and finally corrected the forms to be sent to FhG.

Previously it was difficult to define mathematical checks for all the information that was
provided. A better understanding of possible mistakes and misunderstandings that may occur is
necessary. All answers were therefore scrutinised for mistakes and inconsistencies within the
survey form from an airport and between all airports. This scrutiny was performed by hand by
one researcher. All possible inconsistencies and mistakes were marked during the research and
sent to the relevant airports for clarification. Based on the answers or explanations provided by
the airports, the survey form was then updated by the researcher. Upon completion, the
complete database was provided to FhG for further use in the project.

Database

FhG, as responsible partner for database implementation, provided its product WebGenesis as
the basis for the APRON specific IT tasks to be carried out. WebGenesis is a database-
supported and fully web-based information system framework. The data described above
collected from Eurostat, Eurocontrol and other general sources and from the airports was
uploaded to the databank. Dedicated access and retrieval possibilities were developed and are
now operational.

Conclusion

The main conclusion must be that the consortium succeeded in collecting a vast amount of
relevant information.

The data collection from airports in particular has finally been successful as the rules set up to
store and access the data have been worked out in close cooperation with the data provider
concerned. Where airports evaluated information differently concerning sensitivity and
confidentiality a more aggregate level was provided or some data items were skipped. The latter
was always accompanied by the comment that the information would be provided if the
observatory continues.

Eurostat was very co-operative in providing all the validated data available in their database.
Unfortunately the historic air transport statistics available at Eurostat suffer from a missing
regulation which was only established in 2004.

Another dimension of sensitivity to data was brought forward by Eurocontrol as they are bound
to third party data provider, the airlines. Eurocontrol was not in a position to release the
information as APRON uses the data for different purposes than the airlines had originally
intended. Despite this problem a sample of data was provided so that the benefit of the flight-
by-flight data source could be shown.
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2.4 WP4 Information validation

Statistics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 7 months,
- Total workload: 8 MM.
- Partners involved: FHG-IITB, MKmetric, NEA
- Deliverable: D4

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP4 are:
- to enhance,
- validate and
- finalise the results of the work conducted during workpackage 1, 2 and 3 to ensure a

maximum of applicability of the database as a source for policy formulation purposes. And
- to work out the security framework of the airport observatory database.
To fulfil the objectives the following tasks were executed.
- Assignment and quality of the information for policy issues,

- validation of the information requirements of the observatory network users,
- validation of the data and indicators concerning
- the outcome of the harmonisation procedure,
- the applicability of data to policy issues,
- the interpretation quality of the information,
- the definition and generation of indicators, and
- the identification of gaps and inconsistencies.

- Quantitative and qualitative information access hierarchy
- define the degree of accessibility of the data items,
- develop the idea of access control hierarchy which considers legal aspects as well as

sensitivity and confidentiality of the information due to competitive reasons.

The results of WP 4 were used in WP 5 (IT-Prototype validation) and WP 7 (IT-Prototype
development) as well as WP6 (Establishment of the airport observatory network). WP8
(Advisory Board) accompanied and participated actively in the information validation process
and the discussion about the security framework.

Methodology

To validate the collected information concerning its relevance for policy issues within the
consortium different topics of policy relevance were discussed and as a result all data has been
assigned to specific policy tasks. This first step also included reflection upon the data source,
the data quality as well as the correct indicator and variable specifications and generation to
ensure a harmonised data source. Existing inconsistencies have been redirected to WP3 for
correction and gaps have been discussed with airports and overcome where possible.

The second step concerned bilateral discussions with the advisory board members which
reviewed the information requirements and concluded in requests for examples to be more
concrete as an infinite number of combinations between data and policy issues is possible.

In the third step the consortium produced use cases to demonstrate the relevance for some
policy issues in practice. These examples satisfied the requests of the advisory board members
and led to a further discussion to reduce the data requirements such that the workload at the
airport side would be minimised but that a large data set will still be available that is capable of
contributing to a lot of policy issues. Keeping in mind the different policy issues the consortium
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reflected upon in the results of WP2 where it was concluded that a minimum data request for the
observatory should be suggested.
The second part of the workpackage concerned the quantitative and qualitative information
access hierarchy to the data collected. This topic has been discussed with the data provider,
namely the airports, which had a clear and common understanding of the rules. In an iterative
process the structure was worked out, the results were then presented to and discussed with the
advisory board, which accepted the ideas/suggestions which allowed them to be forwarded for
further use to WP6.

Work related facts

During the work carried out on WP4, three important facts were discovered:
- The data from external sources like Eurostat and Eurocontrol was already validated and

harmonised across the available data sample, but data gaps from these providers could not
be bridged due to lack of access to the original resources  or due to restricted access to data.

- The advisory board expressed its concerns that the availability of the data is a prerequisite
to assign the information to the policy topics. Discussions have therefore been based on
assumptions about the availability of the data in the early stages.  During the projects
lifetime a number of advisory board members respectively their representatives were
already incorporated as active project members or as external data providers. All
participated in the definition of the indicator list. The final assignment of the indicators to
policy issues was undertaken by the consortium.

- The data collection process already incorporated a sensitivity barrier so that sensitive or
classified information is not provided by the airports. Furthermore, different airports
classify different information as sensitive. The general attitude of airports was positive
regarding the release of the collected data to be used in the policy formulation processes,
but in the same way it was emphasised by the airports that they would like to be contacted
for the discussion of the policy items in return.

Achieved results

The result of workpackage 4 is Deliverable D4 for the APRON project. Within the general
context of this workpackage, after the data collection and validation process of WP 3,
information had to be checked in order to ensure a maximum applicability for use as a source
for policy formulation purposes with respect to the evaluation and planning for the European
airport system as well as a continuos high quality information platform which has to be
established and which will consequently will only work if data providers are confident with the
security standards allowing for confidentiality and / or anonymity of sensitive data.

A general mapping of use cases and indicators to policy issues has therefore been undertaken.
As the cardinality of the connections between policy issue and use case as well as policy issue
to indicator is many-to-many there cannot be one-to-one mapping (e.g. one indicator can be
assigned to many policy issues, not just one). Consequently a few examples of mapping or
rather a meaningful and reasonable mapping between policy issue and use cases and indicators
had been worked out. This allows a potential user of the indicators and data to see one relevant
example of mapping necessary indicators to “answer” a policy question and to contribute to a
transport policy formulation process.

Specifically: a number of use cases are defined in chapter 3. These cover a wide scope of
aspects including: Airport Design, Airport Classification, Airport Productivity Analysis, Market
Structure Analysis, Airport Ranking, Market Development / Strategic Planning, Operational
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Performance vs. Impact Assessment / Operational Performance Assessment Use Case,
Investment Data Exploitation, Policy Formulation.

The contents of a use case were specified in general terms as well for guidance when writing
down the use case. The specified list of use cases broadly follow this specification, therefore the
specified use cases are also similar in structure.

The use cases give examples of several aspects of policy requirements covering
- applicability of the observatory’s data as a source for policy formulation,
- allowing the evaluation and planning of an European airport system,
- providing a continuous high quality information platform.

Furthermore the data access, ownership etc. has been discussed and tables have been produced
specifying exactly which indicators are available from the APRON Observatory and indicating
the reasons why some indicators are not available.

For the continuation of APRON a sub-set of indicators has been identified, which will be
beneficial for a standard survey. Even when indicators are not available there was a strong
interest in providing available contact persons at airports dealing with specific topics which
opens up opportunities for contacts on a bilateral base. The indicators computed with the help of
algorithms, simulation routines and models have been evaluated as very important and therefore
remain unchanged.

Finally it was stated which of the information available in the observatory database should be
available for policy purposes without any restriction and which should be classified by the data
owners as sensitive and therefore confidential and only accessible according to the security
rules.

Conclusion

The conclusion mainly refers to the main items survey, use cases and access to data.

Reduced survey
Resulting from discussions during data collection at airports it was decided that the survey
should be reduced although the original information defined for sampling already concentrated
on data selections prioritised by the participants involved. The background to this request is
twofold: Firstly, the general opinion was that the observatory should primarily concentrate on
the essential information of interest to a wide audience before going into detail in areas where
airports currently have no monitoring routines available or the effort to collect data would be
very time consuming. Even if indicators are not available there is enough interest from the
airports to generate a number of contact persons to deal with specific topics and keep the
channels of communication open. The second reason is doubts relating to the establishment and
future of the APRON observatory. While the functional design of the system was approved and
accepted by the airports during the projects lifetime the airports were still reluctant to release
data while they lack confidence in the management of their information. There was also
reluctance from the Airports to fill a 'mock' database which would only be used temporarily. A
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start-up phase was therefore required to present the collective and personal advantages of the
observatory in operation.
With regard to the concerns mentioned above, the return rates of the airport questionnaire were
analysed and then reduced to only the “essential” questions for subsequent airport
questionnaires. In order to be objective regarding the level of interest of the airports who
participated the return rates were used. Each indicator was analysed according to the specific
rules and a decision was made whether to keep the question on that particular indicator in the
questionnaire or not.
Applying the rules to the complete list of surveyed indicators (see D3 of WP3) resulted in the
list of essential indicators —i.e. questions with a high probability of being answered— to elicit
with an airport survey.
The data was evaluated as confidential by the airports, meaning access had to be restricted
according to the reciprocity rule and, consequently the information will not be available for
policy purposes unless the platform generates enough confidence between the users in the
foreseeable future. Data owners and policy makers will have to decide together on how the
problem can be solved to their advantage.
The confidence of the users is essential; Information will only be provided if the system is
working properly as demonstrated by the prototype during the workshop and the host of the
system takes full responsibility of data access and security. During the workshop airports
expressed their preference for ACI Europe to provide the organisational framework for the
observatory.
Eurocontrol will provide flight-by-flight data as long as no public access is possible and they
have to be assured that the data will be used for internal purposes only, to feed algorithms and
routines to generate, extract and compute indicators, (see table Extracted / Computed Indicators
List in the following section).
All other indicators should be freely available for policy decision purposes.

Use cases
A set of case studies which show “how to ‘solve’ or ‘answer’ (policy) issues”. As the cardinality
of the connections between policy issues and the case studies as well as policy issues to
indicator is many-to-many there cannot be a one-to-one mapping. The case studies should
therefore be seen as one possibility of “how to use APRON to solve (policy) issues”. An
example of mapping between policy issues, case studies and indicators has been created
allowing a potential user of the indicators and data to see a possible mapping of the necessary
indicators to “answer” a policy question.
The defined case studies cover a wide scope of aspects including: Airport Design, Airport
Classification, Airport Productivity Analysis, Market Structure Analysis, Airport Ranking,
Market Development / Strategic Planning, Operational Performance vs. Impact Assessment /
Operational Performance Assessment Use Case, Investment Data Exploitation, Policy
Formulation.
The case studies provide examples of several aspects of policy issues including the following:
- applicability of the observatory’s data as a source for policy formulation,
- allowing the evaluation and planning for European airport systems,
- providing a continuous high quality information platform.
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Access to data
The discussion with stakeholders and data owners about the data accessibility showed that
nearly all data, information and indicators are evaluated such that access should be allowed for
the policy level. Just a minority of restrictions have been identified concerning investment,
privatisation and performance indicators related to financial issues as well as information
concerning transfer passengers. Such information has been evaluated as confidential by the
airports, so that the access has to be restricted by the reciprocity rule. In addition the flight-by-
flight data has been classified as confidential by Eurocontrol and may only be used for the
internal routines to produce indicators.WP5 IT-Prototype validation

Statistics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 8 months
- Total workload: 9 MM
- Partners involved: FHG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric, RC AUEB/Translog
- Deliverable: D5

Due to the nature of the demonstration tasks (validation activities from the real stakeholders /
airports), other APRON partners (e.g., ONERA, AENA), not directly participating in WP5,
contributed to the completion of the relevant questionnaires from the airports of their assigned
geographical area (France and Spain accordingly).

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP5 are:
- to evaluate both the technical and the organisational and institutional efficiency of the

observatory network,
- to develop an integrated methodological framework for evaluating the airport observatory

technical infrastructure, i.e. the information system and communications network,
- to provide input on the technical suitability of the system, as well as on the benefits and

costs associated with the use of the system.

To fulfil the aforementioned objectives, the following tasks have been performed.
- Development of the evaluation methodological framework incorporating

- the objectives of all relevant stakeholders,
- tangible and intangible performance criteria, regarding expected benefits from the

system use and the associated costs,
- stakeholder preferences expressing the relative importance of the various system

objectives.
- System testing incorporates

- the performance of a system laboratory testing,
- the implementation of the IT-system at the co-ordinators server as proof-of-concept that

it is transportable.
- System validation incorporates

- a system test under ‘real life’ operating conditions,
- the performance of pilot sites which serve as a demonstration of the system capabilities

and the functionality.
- Synthesis of the evaluation results

Methodology

The evaluation process had two phases: i) laboratory testing and ii) demonstration testing. The
objective of the laboratory testing was to make sure that the system fulfils the user requirements
and expectations in term of its technical performance and user acceptance prior to its release to
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the final users. The laboratory testing provided the system developer with the opportunity to
enhance the system performance before its field deployment. The objective of the demonstration
phase was to test the technical performance and user acceptance under real life conditions by its
final users and to assess the cost–effectiveness of the system. Demonstration testing results
provided useful information for promoting the system use and acceptance.

An integrated methodological framework was developed and applied to both the laboratory
testing and demonstration phases of the APRON observatory. The proposed methodological
framework was operationalised through the development of data collection templates and
questionnaires which were used for the collection of the relevant data for performing: i)
technical performance, ii) user acceptance and iii) cost-effectiveness assessment. The technical
performance of the APRON system was based on a number of quantitatively measured
indicators and statistical tests were performed in order to establish the acceptance of the system
performance. The user acceptance was based on relevant questionnaires and the measurement of
the indicators was based on a five-point scale. Descriptive statistics expressing the values of the
user acceptance indicators were calculated. Finally, the cost-effective analysis was performed
by using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique.

The workpackage interacted with WP4 (Information validation) as the final information
structure as well as the information used for policy issues had already been validated, while
WP7 (IT-Prototype system development) provided the updated IT prototype which provided the
object of the evaluation activity. WP6 (Establishment of an airport observatory network) finally
benefited from the validation of the IT-system (in terms of feedback from potential end users of
the observatory), as well as WP8 (Advisory Board) acting as observer and commentator.

Work related facts

During the work  carried out in WP5, three important facts were discovered:
- A number of problems and areas of non-conformances of the tool with respect to the

information and system requirements have been identified during the laboratory testing (i.e.,
technical performance assessment) and solved before the real demonstration of the tool to
its intended audience (i.e., airports). During the laboratory testing phase, there was
substantial feedback and comments to the development team, which resulted in a more
consistent, reliable, and technically stable tool.

- During the demonstration phase based on the responses and feedback from the airport users,
the IT tool was evaluated as performing in a satisfactory manner. Again, substantial and
meaningful input was provided by the airports through the completed questionnaires, as
well as the feedback elicited through the demonstration of the tool by the local partners.
These comments and feedback was also communicated to the development team for the
necessary improvements to be performed.

- The airport users have clearly expressed their satisfaction and in many cases were
impressed by the user friendliness and the technical features of the tool with emphasis on its
query capabilities, the possibility to create and store standard types of analysis in the form
of use cases, and the display and comparison capabilities through the “Making Tables”
function. On the other hand, it has been clearly stated that the real value of the tool /
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observatory is its actual content. As a matter of fact, the degree of completeness,
consistency, and accuracy of the stored content / indicators will eventually dictate the
success of this venture. Certainly, specific concerns were expressed for the sustainability of
the observatory, which should be pursued through the future deployment of the appropriate
business model and exploitation entity, as well as the establishment of an evolving network
of participating airports.

Achieved results

The result of workpackage 5 is Deliverable D5 of the APRON project. The work undertaken
concerned the evaluation process of APRON as any management information system constitutes
an essential prerequisite for the successful completion and release of the system to its end users.
The APRON observatory is a management information system aiming to provide a one-stop
shop access to airport related data. The evaluation took place in two phases: - laboratory testing
and demonstration testing.

The objective of the laboratory testing was to make sure that the system fulfils the user
requirements and expectations in term of its technical performance and user acceptance before
its release to the final users. The laboratory testing provided the system developer with the
opportunity to enhance the system performance before its field deployment. The objective of the
demonstration phase was to test the technical performance and user acceptance in “real”
situations by its end users and to assess the cost–effectiveness of the system. Demonstration test
results provide useful information for promoting the systems use and acceptance.

The assessment of the APRON system during the Laboratory Testing Phase suggests that:
- The technical performance of the APRON system exceeded the established performance

levels for the established indicators.
- The user acceptance assessment demonstrated that the overall performance of the system in

terms of its major functionalities is between “average” and “high”.

The assessment of the APRON system during the Demonstration Phase produced the following
results:
- The technical performance of the system in real-life situations was more than satisfactory

and surpassed the established acceptance values.
- The user acceptance assessment results demonstrated that the overall performance of the

system in terms of its major functionalities was between “average” and “high”.
- The APRON system was found to be cost-effective both by the entirety of the users who

participated in the Cost-Effectiveness Assessment and per country basis.

The general impression of the APRON system is that it fulfils its objectives in terms of user
acceptance and technical performance and that it provides the airport stakeholders with a cost-
effective way to access data based on a one-stop shop concept.

Conclusion
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The evaluation of the APRON Observatory produced the following interesting conclusions
regarding the technical performance of the system, its acceptance by the potential users and its
cost-effectiveness.

• The assessment of the technical performance has led to improvements in the system
between the Laboratory Testing Phase and the Demonstration Phase. This means that the
APRON system has been developed correctly, was well-tested during the Laboratory
Testing and Demonstration phases and that any technical problems were identified and
amended during the system development phase. The indicators for which the results
between the Laboratory Testing Phase and the Demonstration Phase were consistent have
not been considered for improvement.

• With regard to the assessment of the User Acceptance, the overall performance of major
categories of system functionalities has been assessed by the system users as between
“average” and “high”.

• The APRON system has been assessed as being cost-effective. The Cost-Effectiveness
Assessment was performed: i) for the total set of system users and ii) on a per-country basis.

• It can therefore be stated that the APRON Observatory has been assessed by the users as
acceptable in terms of its functionalities and its technical performance, while it has been
considered as a cost-effective tool for providing airport data to the final users.

2.5 WP6 Establishment of the airport observatory network

Statistics

The main characteristics of this work package are:
- Duration: 19 months
- Total workload: 17,65 MM
- Partners involved: AENA, FHG-IITB, MKmetric, NEA, ONERA, RC AUEB/Translog
- Deliverable: D6

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP6 are:
- the identification of the requirements and constraints to establish and maintain an

observatory network,
- to formally propose an organisational and operational framework, that will provide

guidelines and establish procedures for the daily operation of the airport observatory
network,

- to operate and monitor the actual operation of the observatory network for a specific period
of time,

- to reach a common understanding with the formulation of a Memorandum-of-
Understanding to establish an airport observatory,

- to promote the implementation of an airport observatory network.

To fulfil the objectives, the following tasks have been executed.
- Development of an operational framework.

- Elements to be considered concern administrative and organisational issues, business
processes, security and integrity of the data involved, legal aspects and technical
requirements.

- Focus on a self-sustainable system, which will create a win-win situation for all
participants.

- Establishment of a link to the thematic network of ETIS.
- Operation of the airport observatory network.

- Installation of the operational framework.
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- Monitoring the operation of the airport observatory network and its usefulness for the
policy decision makers

- Discussion and implementation of adjustments.
- Promotion of the airport observatory network.

- Communication to institutions that are not members of the project consortium.
- Formulation of a Memorandum-of-Understanding to establish the airport observatory.
- Organisation of an airport observatory final workshop.

The workpackage interacted with WP2 (Information requirement analysis). WP 5 (IT-Prototype
validation) allowed the existing system to be adjusted in accordance with the user requirements,
WP 7 (IT-Prototype system) development provided the installation of the IT-system to test also
the portability from one to another server and WP 8 (Advisory Board) acted as multiplier to
spread the use and membership of the airport observatory. Finally the results of WP6 and the
deliverable D6 was used directly by the clients.

Methodology

The main aspects from each interrelated workpackage mentioned above relevant to this
workpackage are:
• WP2 “Information requirement analysis” which gathered all requirements regarding an

observatory from the user’s point-of-view as well as from the technical side
• WP 7 “IT-Prototype system development” provided the installation of the IT-system

(e.g. to test the portability from one server to another). This prototype system was
developed according to the technical user requirements elicited in WP2.

• WP 5 “IT-Prototype validation” allowed the adjustment of the existing prototype
system according to user comments on the operational prototype system (e.g. regarding the
strict implementation of the concepts granularity and reciprocity, user-friendliness etc.) and

• WP 8 “Advisory Board” acted as multiplier to spread the use of and membership to the
airport observatory.

The methodological approach to identify and define “the requirements and constraints to
establish and maintain an observatory network” was to use the relevant aspects from the
interrelated workpackages and combine them as follows:

WP2 gathered and compiled the legal, administrative and operational issues of establishing an
airport observatory, these were analysed and lead to the formulation of the three fundamental
concepts: granularity, reciprocity and network of competence. These concepts in turn form the
basis for the system of legal tools (the APRON GL and the prototype contracts) that were
devised to create the legal harness, with which the observatory will be self-sustainable.

WP5 and WP7 established the proof-of-concept that the concepts of reciprocity, granularity and
the network of competence can be implemented technically.

WP8 allowed the dissemination of the idea of the observatory while also adding further users
(airports etc.) to the list of members willing to participate.

These information flows were combined and the concepts and structure were discussed
iteratively and extensively with data owners and potential end users.

After conceiving the best structure, in theory, for an airport observatory the IT-prototype was
implemented. Extensive tests were undertaken to show that the concepts of granularity,
reciprocity and the network of competence were being strictly adhered to.

The Memorandum-of-Understanding and the promotion of the observatory were performed
simultaneously with the above work. The following results and lessons learnt from the above
mentioned work were used .
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Finally an initial ROI (Return-On-Investment) calculation was undertaken.

Work related facts

During the work carried out on WP6, twelve important facts were discovered:
- There are parallel innovations on public domain sections which were interested in the

development of an observatory framework. Their application to the observatory was
considered.

- The contractual matters have to be kept to a minimum to avoid becoming a barrier for
participation. A simple administration is a prerequisite.

- The idea of self-sustainability was welcomed by the interviewed persons.
- The European Commission might not be in a position to sign an MoU.
- The access to information and the security of data must be given high priority.
- The critical mass for a snowball effect is considered to be the participation of at least 10

airports.
- The general philosophy is based on a win-win situation for all participants, without an

incentive of this kind an observatory could not be established.
- The fundamental rules based on the concept of granularity, reciprocity and the network of

competence.
- The observatory participants need to have a high level of confidence with regard to the data.
- The IT-System has to be user friendly and transportable.
- The data has to be updated regularly whereby statistical and service data has to be updated

at a high frequency. This is also true for the internal analyses of the flight by flight data
provided by Eurocontrol or another external source.

- It is important that data published elsewhere important is available via the APRON
observatory as this is seen as one of the true advantages of such a system.

Achieved results

The result of workpackage 6 is Deliverable D6 of the APRON project. In the beginning an
analysis of the context and requirements and the work from WP1 “Review Of Existing
Information and Information Sources”, WP2 “Information Requirements Analysis”, WP3 “Data
Collection and Validation” had been done which led to the following main points:
- the main stakeholders are policy makers and airports within the European Union
- the main operational entitiy is an airport observatory and
- the fundamental service that the airport observatory should provide is the easy access to

timely information.

These main points have been further analysed as “wants” by each stakeholder:
- the EU policy makers want information on the air sector, specifically on airports and the

airport system
- the airports want more direct involvement in the formulation of policies concerning the air

sector with the aim of formulating policy together in an early stage based on solid internal
facts and detailed know-how

- both want information. Information is more than just data. Information is data plus meaning,
e.g., an analysis of data producing a catchment area of an airport

- both have been interviewed concerning the information they are interested in which was
finalised in an indicator list

In order to match these “wants”, the stakeholders need to be prepared to share or “give”. The
APRON project analysed this system of demands and is proposing the following system of
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supply and demand (want and give) by each stakeholder which leads to an overall equilibrium
and a self-sustaining system. The resulting “gives” are:
- the EU policy makers need to be more willing to communicate with the other stakeholders

concerning any aspect of policy formulation and be prepared to integrate suggestions from
the other stakeholders into the policy formulation process

- the airports should be willing to provide and actually supply timely data and information
- the stakeholders will converge in the APRON Observatory and use it for direct

communication (i.e. by using a communication service provided by the APRON
Observatory e.g., a web forum etc) or indirect communication by allowing dissemination
(within the community of the APRON Observatory participants) of analyses based on the
provided data / information.

The immediate value (apart from providing the direct “wants” for data or influence) from the
supply and demand of each stakeholder is that the APRON Observatory will provide a platform
of discussion based on facts. These facts will be the supplied timely data and information and
known, validated and reliable analyses. This will lead to a better aligned, balanced and
concerted transport policy.

This system of giving and taking, i.e. reciprocity leads to a win-win situation for all parties.

The proposed structure for the APRON Observatory links the main entities together and
suggests the way to implement the APRON Observatory system operationally. The APRON
Observatory itself should be a central web-based service, which is accessible to the participants
of the APRON Observatory community. It retrieves data or information from the de-central
network of participants.

Its main function is to be an information platform, which retrieves requested information, data
or analyses based on data (supplied mainly by the participating airports) and to be the
communication / information platform for the EU policy makers to share information
concerning the (ongoing) policy formulation processes.

As such it will not be a central repository of all data supplied by each participant, but the tool to
retrieve the necessary de-central, dispersed data from the participants (e.g., the network of
airports) in order to produce requested analyses for the user.

The APRON Observatory will also provide other analyses which are not provided by
participants. For this specific purpose it will be necessary for the APRON Observatory to
maintain its own database with data from the participants that is updated continually or when
notified of changes, in order to maintain the rule, that all analyses are based on timely data and
information. The provision of additional analyses also induces the necessity for the APRON
Observatory to be more than just a web portal – it is an information platform which will
continually update and enhance the information that can be retrieved from it. In other words, it
will have to be able to make its own analyses and computations.
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These services will be free of charge for those participants providing data or information. The
level of detail of (free) data or information that any participant will be able to access will
depend on his level of clearance. This level of clearance will be defined by the “level of
granularity” of the data / information supplied by the providing participant. Basically, the level
of granularity is a measure taking into account the detail, amount and scope of the supplied data
and / or the quality of the information.

Other participants not providing any data / information will also be allowed restricted access.
Basically, this means, only aggregated information can be retrieved – but no detailed
information. Of course the APRON Management (see below) and the APRON Advisory Group
(see below) will assign the appropriate level of granularity at their discretion after taking into
account all restrictions. This means, that in specific circumstances particular non providing
participants can be assigned better levels of granularity. The EU policy makers and the airports
are two further fundamental entities of the APRON Observatory system.

This system will additionally enclose other trusted participants in a “network of competence”.
The network of competence will be formed by participants that have been validated and are
trusted. This network will provide additional services embedded in the APRON Observatory –
for access by the participants, but still remaining external. Participants that already provide
services to the APRON Observatory can additionally be part of the network of competence by
providing different data and services. The services provided by the network of competence will
be at a premium cost.

The APRON Observatory should be directed by the “APRON Observatory Management”. It
will take care of the day to day activities of checking data, adding new users or providers. It
should be complemented and supervised by the “APRON Observatory Advisory Group”. The
APRON Observatory Advisory Group’s main duties will lie in suggesting new types of data,
indicators or services and validating them (- by also defining the structure and procedure of
validation).

The APRON Observatory system will emanate from three operational concepts:
- the APRON General License
- the contract for participants providing data and information and
- the contract for participants not providing data and information.

These three elements form a system of contracts and binding regulations that will uphold the
APRON Observatory and make the APRON Observatory system self-sustainable with regard to
timely data and information because the system of contracts is designed such, that the win-win
situation is upheld between all stakeholders and users of the APRON Observatory.

These elements are complemented by a basic economic framework which is necessary to make
the APRON Observatory system economically self-sustainable.
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In the long term, the APRON Observatory system will foster and rely on the snow-ball effect
that the increasing number of data, analyses and information that can be retrieved from the
observatory will induce participation by new providers (airports, airlines, institutions etc.).

The APRON Observatory (portal), the de-centralised information retrieved from the participants
and the network of competence, form the “APRON Observatory ”.

All in all, the proposed APRON Observatory system will be economically and informationally
viable so that the system will be self-sustainable.

Conclusion

From the user-supplier’s point-of-view the most important fact is the strict compliance of the
airport observatory to the concepts of reciprocity and granularity making sure that no user
without appropriate rights can access data that the supplier wants to keep restricted.

From the general user’s point-of-view the main advantage of an airport observatory network is
the one-stop-shop character of the services and the timeliness of the information that can be
accessed.

These aspects were shaped into a system of legal tools, an IT-prototype system and an MoU
(Memorandum-Of-Understanding) that will allow the airport observatory to operate on a self-
determined and self-sustainable basis concentrating on the idea of “inclusion” rather than
“exclusion” at the heart of the system.

During the workshop all concepts as well as the proposed structure for the observatory were
presented to the participants. In the discussions it became clear that the proposal was adequate
and accepted. Subsequently the participants approved all the concepts and the proposed
structure as well.

These ideas and concepts were implemented in the IT-prototype system proving that these can
be implemented and that they can work in the current technical environment.

The initial participants and users of the system that provided data to the observatory have shown
the feasibility and adequacy of the legal tools to supply the observatory with relevant timely
data.

2.6 WP7 IT-Prototype system development

Statistics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 23 months
- Total workload: 22,5 MM
- Partners involved: FHG-IITB, MKmetric
- Deliverable: D7, D8, D9
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Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP7 are:
- Operational website (database supported information system) from the beginning of the

project to support project communication and co-ordination as well.
- Functional and operational extended website with APRON prototype functionality

accessible from all participants involved.
- Transfer of the APRON prototype to the co-ordinators or clients site for continuing the

operation beyond the project's lifetime.

To fulfil the objectives the following tasks will be executed.
- Installation and customisation of the platform.
- Extension and provision of the database.
- Development and provision of information import interfaces.
- Development and provision of interfaces for human interaction.
- Prototype for information processing and direct decision support.
- Provision and operation of the prototype information system.

During the working phase WP7 interacted with all WP’s except WP8 (Advisory board). The
results of WP7 and the three deliverables D7, D8 and D9 were used directly by the clients.

Methodology

FhG-IITB as responsible partner for the development of the Technical Framework provided its
Content Management System WebGenesis as development platform for the APRON specific IT
tasks to be carried out. WebGenesis is a database-supported and fully web-based information
system framework. The ongoing results of the work packages concerned with information
requirement analysis and data collection lead to a specific information model. This model was
implemented as an application specific extension of the platform's database. The basic data
model of WebGenesis comprises of information entries with basic and extended attributes as
well as user and user groups with their dedicated access rights on the entries. The extensions
concern the characteristics and attributes for transport freight and passengers services, airport
facilities and operations etc. Characteristics and attributes are normalised in the sense that their
values become comparable and can be processed. These information entries – “Indicators”
according to the APRON terminology – were stored in database tables, from which they could
be accessed and combined by means of different software tools – thus generating additional
information.
The developed software tools included specific information import interfaces, conversion tools
(e.g. Excel to XML), HTML forms, workflows with corresponding access roles and rights,
interfaces for human interaction, chart generation and security mechanisms. With regard to the
latter, a great deal of care and effort was spent in implementing the APRON principles of
granularity and reciprocity with software.

Users of the APRON Observatory can be grouped into User Classes. From the point of view of
the technical framework (at least) three classes have to be distinguished, which play vital roles
in the operation and maintenance of the Observatory: the System Administrators, the Data
Providers (e.g. the Airports) and the Database Managers. The role of the System Administrators
concerns the maintenance of the technical infrastructure. Data Providers and Database Managers
are involved in the process of maintenance and update of the data contained in the database.
Database Managers are also responsible for monitoring and maintaining the security
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mechanisms (setting-up new user accounts, setting access-rights, etc.) and in general for
advising and supporting other users in all questions in which the principles and usage of the
Observatory are concerned.

Work related facts

During the work carried out on WP7, two important facts were discovered:
- The technique used is compatible with the ongoing IT-developments.
- The software installed satisfied the user expectations.

Achieved results

The result of workpackage 7 are Deliverables D7, D8 and D9 of the project APRON. With the
exception of the technical descriptions and some educational material, the database mentioned
in WP3 is accessible using the software delivered.

Deliverable D7 (‘Web based IT-System including system maintenance’) addresses and defines
in detail all questions concerning (1) the maintenance of the technical infrastructure (the
information system and the communications network), (2) the maintenance and update of the
data contained in the database, (3) the security hierarchy and access levels. Based on this
information the appropriate technical infrastructure, as well as the organisational structure
required to successfully operate the airport observatory network was developed.
In detail, the IT Platform including Basic Functionality provided by WebGenesis as well as the
specific extensions developed for the APRON Technical Framework are defined.

The deliverable also describes the tasks pertaining to the different user roles. System
Administrators and Database Managers are involved in the process of importing Data coming
from different Sources. The deliverable contains a technical description of this process and of
the tools, which were developed in order for them to be able to carry out this task efficiently. A
further section describes the end-user interface, including the structured presentation of
data/information, the applications for making tables and charts, the mechanisms governing the
definition, storage and recall of “Use Cases” and the security hierarchy and access levels, which
constitute the basis for the implementation of the APRON specific Data Access Granularity and
Reciprocity rules. Finally, a summary of Technical Infrastructure Issues relevant for running the
system is also provided.

Deliverable D8 (‘IT-prototype system development’) describes the development of the
Prototype System in accordance with the main aims of WP7. Adaptations and developments
were performed to build the APRON prototype according to the results achieved in the work
packages dealing with organisational and specification aspects. The work done is reflected
along the six main tasks mentioned above. The deliverable includes a detailed description of the
system architecture and of the mechanisms for import, storage, selection, presentation and
maintenance of data coming from different sources.

D9 ‘Educational material for potential authors and information suppliers’ offers a Reference
Card as a quick ‘getting-started’ introduction and reference to the system’s main features for the
airports and ‘normal’ users. In addition, the Online-Help for database administrators and
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‘advanced’ users concerning the use of the multiple Content-Management-System is also
available.

Conclusion

WP7 provided a fully operational web-site and IT prototype for APRON (see:
http://apron.server.de), which satisfied – and even surpassed – user expectations. Furthermore,
the Indicator-based approach, the carefully designed system architecture and the developed
tools constitute a solid methodology and framework for future developments – not only in the
field covered by the project.

2.7 WP8 Advisory board

Statistics

The main statistics of this work package are:
- Duration: 23 months
- Total workload: 6 MM
- Partners involved: MKmetric, RC AUEB/Translog
- Deliverable: D10

Objectives, tasks and interrelations

The objectives of this work package WP8 are:
- Co-ordination and guidance of the airport observatory network development process.

To fulfil the objectives the following tasks were executed.
- Activities Related to Organising and Supporting the Advisory Board
- Activities of the Advisory Board

WP8 interacted with all of the WP’s except WP7 (IT-Prototype system development).

Methodology

To assist the activities of the advisory board a secretariat was established where help desk
functions could be retrieved by the advisory board members. The functions concerned e.g.
distribution of information, organisation of bilateral meetings or phone calls, routing of
questions and answers between the consortium members and the advisory board members,
email distribution as well as the payments for travel and accommodation.

The advisory board members activities can be divided into two parts. The content of the work
was usually reviewed and commented upon on a bilateral basis, whereby reactions and
respectively contributions were always directly incorporated into the workpackage. Throughout
the project lifecycle this consultative body provided continuous feedback to proposals and
concepts put forward by the APRON Consortium. The discussion among the advisory board
members was limited to the general assemblies where a number of advisory board members
always participated so that institutions, airports and associations could exchange their opinion
and ideas.

Work related facts

During the work carried out on WP8, five important facts were discovered:
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- During the development of the project it proved difficult to establish and operate the
advisory board based on its original concept. The major difficulty in doing so was the
unavailability of top level executives to participate in formal advisory board meetings. The
initial advisory board concept was therefore modified in terms of its composition and
meeting procedures. Thus, instead of high level airport officials the stakeholder
involvement group consisted mainly of technical experts. However most of the activities,
roles and responsibilities perceived in the original advisory board concept were
implemented following a more pragmatic and realistic approach. The modification of the
original concept of the advisory board did not create any negative impact on the project.
The modified concept coupled with an accompanying list of actions (presented in detail in
D10) secured the proper participation of the stakeholders throughout the lifecycle of the
project.

- The Advisory Board members of Eurostat, Eurocontrol, ACI-Europe, ADV and the
European Commission (DG TREN) have attended nearly all GA-meetings and have
therefore provided direct input to the project.

- All stakeholders reconfirmed the need for a European Airport observatory and underlined
the importance and usefulness for the European Airport Industry to have an one-stop shop
for airport-related data. The necessity for an airport observatory will become more
important as airports become more business minded and more oriented towards non-
aeronautical activities. The stakeholders also emphasised the: i) need for a critical mass of
airports in the observatory (more than 10 international airports, aiming at 200 European
airports) and ii) problem regarding the cost associated with the maintenance of the data in
the observatory.

- The major point of agreement among all stakeholders was that the airport observatory
should be hosted and managed by a trusted third party. International organisations in the
aviation domain constituted the primary candidates for hosting and managing the
observatory as a trusted third party. The idea of having more than one organisation involved
in hosting and managing the observatory was discussed, but it was found that this type of an
arrangement may lead to a non-workable solution due to the legal and administrative
complexities involved in multi-organisational structures. Through the discussions, it was
concluded that Airports Council International (ACI) was the preferred candidate
organisation to host and manage the observatory by all stakeholders.

- All members of the advisory board from airports expressed their interest in having a
personal demonstration of APRON by their local partner.

Achieved results

The result of workpackage 8 is Deliverable D10 of the APRON project. It was acknowledged
that the successful design, implementation and operation of an airport observatory requires the
active participation of all relevant stakeholders throughout the project life-cycle. The initial
concept of the advisory board was to involve high level airport executives in all stages of the
observatory development through their participation in regularly scheduled meetings. Since the
beginning of the project, it was concluded that the participation of the stakeholders in the form
of an advisory board is unworkable, and therefore, the original concept was modified (mostly in
terms of the composition and modus operandi of the advisory board) while the expected
contribution was compromised.

The involvement of the stakeholders was secured since the project inception through the signing
of a letter of intent and it was continued throughout the life-cycle of the project through the
participation of technical experts representing airports and international organisations like ACI-
Europe, Eurostat, Eurocontrol and ADV. The experts provided guidance on issues related to the
content and functionality of the observatory, as well as on issues regarding the observatory
participation and access rules. The participation of the technical experts representing the
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stakeholders was instrumental in the development and future operation and led to substantial
improvements during the design and implementation of the observatory.

Essential feedback was provided by the stakeholders during the last project workshop. The
provided feedback reconfirmed the need to establish a European Airport observatory and it
emphasised the need to increase the participation of more European Airports in the observatory.
The observatory functionalities and data content was found to be appropriate and the principles
of reciprocity in providing and using data included in the observatory was found to be both
practical and workable. Furthermore, the issue of hosting and managing the observatory was
addressed and the need to establish a strong business case for convincing a third trusted party to
undertake the responsibility of hosting and managing the observatory was emphasised.

Conclusion

The establishment of this consultative body has proven beneficial throughout the development
of the APRON project and provided the platform for the active participation of the end users of
the observatory to a number of critical technical and business development activities such as:
- the development of user requirements,
- the validation of the observatory content and functionalities,
- the evaluation of the observatory performance, and
- the establishment of the observatory business model and exploitation philosophy.

A summary of the major findings, associated with the interaction of the APRON stakeholders
with the project team and the issues discussed during the last project workshop, is as follows:

- The direct and continuous participation of all relevant stakeholders in the technical and

business activities leading to the establishment of the APRON observatory was one of the

major determinants for the success of the project.

- The involvement of the relevant stakeholders should be secured at the early stages of the
project and the commitment and delegation of the decision making authority of the upper
echelons of management are necessary ingredients for the effective participation of the
stakeholders.

- Executive level participation in the deliberations of the advisory board proved very difficult
to achieve, therefore, the participation of technical experts is more realistic and feasible to
within this consultative body.

- The participation of international organisations like EUROCONTROL, EUROSTAT, ACI
Europe etc., greatly benefited the data collection process, while simultaneously it enhanced
the credibility of the observatory concept.

- The self-sustained operation of the APRON observatory requires the participation of a
critical mass of airports and the provision of data that can be used for comparisons among
the participating airports.

- Substantial cultural barriers exist that inhibit the provision of data by the airports. A
cooperation and trust culture should be further developed among the airport stakeholders.
The APRON observatory is a positive first step in this direction.
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- The commercial operation of the APRON observatory beyond the lifetime of the project
greatly depends on the acceptance of a third (trusted) party to undertake the management of
this activity.

- Further policy initiatives of the European Commission (i.e., similar to what is required by
Eurostat) of encouraging / requiring airports to report specific data items to the operation of
the airport observatory may provide the necessary institutional framework for the
establishment of the observatory.

- The functionalities and content of the APRON observatory provide very useful information
for addressing airport related decision making problems. The ability of the APRON
platform to integrate data from a variety of sources, as well as the data provided by the
airports themselves, is a very important feature as emphasised by all stakeholders.
Furthermore, the ability of the APRON observatory platform to derive additional indicators
from primary data was also considered an extra functionality.

- Data confidentiality and security constitute the primary concerns of the participating
airports for the provision of data. Technical solutions guarantying the controlled access to
data coupled with sound business principles, i.e. principle of reciprocity, greatly facilitated
the adoption of the airport observatory idea.
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3 MANAGEMENT AND CO-ORDINATION ASPECTS

This section contains an overview of the major challenges faced, the deliverables provided and the
meetings attended.

3.1 Challenges

As there have been delays in several WP’s originating from the ones in period 1 as well as the
data collection process, where the project had to depend on third parties, the total project was
prolonged by 4 months to enable the data provider to deliver the information and the team to be
able to finalise the project tasks successfully.

Particular difficulties involved the collection of information for the observatory from third
parties. Airports were already struggling with day to day work, reorganisation and other
initiatives, etc. Eventually the cooperation with all data providers improved due to the
engagement of the project officer, the partners and the advisory board members.

Data collection at airports is finally successful as the rules set up to store and access the data
were worked out in close relationship with the data provider concerned. Where airports
evaluated information differently with regard to sensitivity and confidentiality a more aggregate
level was provided or certain data items were skipped. The latter was always accompanied by
the comment that the information would be provided if the observatory continues.

Eurostat was very co-operative and provided all their available data as soon as it had been
validated. Unfortunately a regulation which was established just in 2004 means a great deal of
information in the historic air transport statistics available at Eurostat is missing.

Another dimension of sensitivity to data was brought forward by Eurocontrol as they are bound
by their third party data providers, the airlines. Eurocontrol was not in a position to release the
information as APRON uses the data for different purposes than the airlines had originally
intended. Despite this problem a sample of data was provided so that the benefit of the flight-
by-flight data source could be demonstrated.

Another challenge concerned the convergence of the indicator list given to the APRON team as
basic information requirements for the observatory users. Using a sequence of priorisation and
definition iterations a set of the most important indicators was selected some of which had to be
collected during a large survey and others which had to be produced using sophisticated
simulation tools.

The close relationship between APRON and airports has been a key issue for both, the
convergence of the indicator list as well as the data provision. In addition the future user group
had to be contacted bilaterally to discuss and identify the IT-systems capabilities and the
observatory framework philosophy. Such contacts were on a personal basis where partners the
airports involved. Interviews have therefore been executed on different organisational levels
which also included contact with the advisory board members. Due to the time constraints of the
decision makers, the bilateral contacts have been the most successful approach to collect their
opinions and to ensure their awareness of the APRON project.

The workshop was of major importance for the project as the framework for the establishment
was accepted by the participants and the airports expressed their interest in continuing with an
observatory hosted by ACI-Europe. The future of the observatory will also depend on the ACI’s
interest in maintaining it. The Observatory should provide a win/win situation for the
participating organisations and should be economically self sustainable. To conclude, support
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form European policy makers, including the European Commission, is very important should
an observatory platform of cooperation be established.

3.2 Deliverables, progress reports

The following table provides an overview of the deliverables produced during the project’s
lifetime.

Table 2 Deliverable list
APRON deliverables:
Item Title Responsible partner

D1 Report on the existing information and information sources ISDEFE
D2 Report on the information requirements TRANSLOG
D3 Report on data collection and validation NEA
D4 Report on information validation MKmetric
D5 Report on the IT-Prototype validation TRANSLOG
D6 Report on the establishment of the airport observatory network MKmetric
D7 Web based IT-system including system maintenance description FhG IITB
D8 Report on the IT-prototype  system development FhG IITB
D9 Education material for potential authors and information suppliers FhG IITB
D10 Report of the Advisory board MKmetric
D11 Final Report MKmetric

PR 1, 
PR 2, 
PR 3, 
PR F

Progress Report 1, 
Progress Report 2, 
Progress Report 3, 
Final Consolidated Progress Report

MKmetric,
MKmetric,
MKmetric,
MKmetric

3.3 Exploitation, dissemination and promotion

The most important dissemination activity of the APRON results took place during the workshop
where airports, airport associations, Eurocontrol and the European Commission participated. At this
event the database content was quoted and the IT-tool was demonstrated. The end discussion
concerned the framework the observatory should work in.

The dissemination of the APRON results is twofold. The deliverables are available electronically
via the web http://apron.server.de.

Further dissemination activities will also take place after the project has ended on a bilateral base.
The team members MKmetric, RC AUEB/TRANSLOG, AENA, NEA and ONERA, whereby the
countries France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands and Spain are covered, will use their contacts
for dissemination and exploitation to airports, associations, projects and administrations they are in
contact with. Briefing material such as a brochure text and power point presentations about
APRON are available for the partners and can also be located on the web site.

The airport managers from Munich, Berlin-Tegel and Vienna strongly supported the continuation
of APRON at the ACI board meeting in January 2005. The continuation of APRON hosted by ACI
will be addressed once more at the next board meeting in April. ACI has been provided with
briefing material concerning the usefulness of APRON and the financial aspects of establishing and
operating the observatory.

The project web site will be kept open until the end of 2005. This ensures that participants have
access to the observatory database and information permanently. The deliverables are available for
download from the web site as soon as they have been approved and are classed as public. This
ensures that the public, airport industry, relevant policy makers and the press can be informed in
detail about APRON.
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Specific activities to promote the project included presentations at Eurocontrol, the board of
German – Austrian – Swiss airport managers, the SEAPLANE Interreg IIB project and the ETIS
project by EC 5th FP program already took place, see the list of meetings in the following section.
In addition a brochure text was forwarded to be used in the Maastricht ATC 2004 conference. In
this context we refer to the following link http://europa.eu.int/comm/transport/air/index_en.htm .

3.4 Meetings, workshop, conference

The following table shows the activities where the consortium got together, discussed and
presented their work internally as well as externally to partners participating in the project. Some
dissemination occasions are also listed.

Table 3 Occasions of participation
Date Meeting type Location Participants
18-19.09.02 Kick-off meeting Brussels / Belgium DG TREN, Eurocontrol, Aena, FhG-IITB,

ISDEFE, MKmetric, NEA, Onera, RC
AUEB/Translog

17.10.02 Promotion of APRON Brussels / Belgium 11th AOT-meeting participants, DG TREN,
Eurocontrol, ACI-Europe, MKmetric

21.11.02 Promotion of APRON Brussels / Belgium Eurocontrol, ISDEFE, MKmetric
12.12.02 1st GA-meeting Paris / France Aena, FhG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric,

NEA, Onera, RC AUEB/Translog
20.01.03 Promotion of APRON Frankfurt / Germany Ministry of Transport, German airport

managers, ADV, MKmetric
23-24.04.03 2nd GA-meeting Paris / France AAE, Aena, FhG-IITB, ISDEFE,

MKmetric, NEA, Onera, RC
AUEB/Translog

20-21.05.03 Promotion of APRON Bremen / Germany ADV, airport managers from Germany,-
Austria-Swiss, MKmetric

04.06.03 3rd GA-meeting Brussels / Belgium DG TREN, Eurostat, Eurocontrol, IATA,
Aena, FhG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric,
NEA, Onera, RC AUEB/Translog

17.06.03 Internal WP3 meeting Frankfurt / Germany MKmetric, NEA
03.07.03 4th GA-meeting Brussels / Belgium DG TREN, Eurostat, Eurocontrol, ACI-

Europe, ADV, AE, Aena, FhG-IITB,
ISDEFE, MKmetric, NEA, Onera, RC
AUEB/Translog

17-19.09.03 Promotion of APRON, data
collection

Vaexjoe / Sweden SEAPLANE project meeting, MKmetric

13-14.10.03. 5th GA-meeting Munich / Germany DG TREN, Eurostat, Eurocontrol, ACI-
Europe, ADV, AIA, Aena, FhG-IITB,
MKmetric, MUC, NCE, NEA, Onera, RC
AUEB/Translog, TLS

28-29.01.04. 6th GA-meeting Madrid / Spain DG TREN, Eurostat, Eurocontrol, ADV,
Aena, FhG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric,
NEA, Onera, RC AUEB/Translog

10.02.04 Promotion of APRON Brussels / Belgium ACARE Group, ST3 Meeting, Nr. 4, RC
AUEB/Translog

18.02.04 Internal meeting Karlsruhe / Germany FhG-IITB, MKmetric, NEA
01.04.04 Promotion of APRON, data

collection
Brussels / Belgium Eurocontrol, MKmetric, NEA

23.04.04 Internal meeting Karlsruhe / Germany FhG-IITB, MKmetric
06-07.05.04 7th GA-meeting Toulouse / France ADV, AENA, Aeroport Nice Cote d’Azur,
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Date Meeting type Location Participants
Aeroport Toulouse, Athens International
Airport, DG TREN, Eurocontrol, Eurostat,
FhG-IITB, Flughafen München, IATA,
MKmetric, NEA, ONERA, RC
AUEB/Translog

04.06.04 Promotion of APRON, Data
collection

Frankfurt / Germany ADV, airport managers from Germany,-
Austria-Swiss, MKmetric

22-23.07.04 8th GA-meeting Vienna / Austria AENA, Eurostat, FhG-IITB, Flughafen
Hamburg, Flughafen Wien, MKmetric,
ONERA, RC AUEB/Translog

29.09.04 Internal meeting Karlsruhe / Germany FhG, MKmetric
18.11.04 9th GA-meeting Brussels / Belgium ADV, AENA, DG TREN, Eurocontrol,

Eurostat, FhG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric,
NEA, ONERA, RC AUEB/Translog

19.11.04 Final Workshop Brussels / Belgium ADV, AENA, DG TREN, Eurocontrol,
Eurostat, FhG-IITB, ISDEFE, MKmetric,
NEA, ONERA, RC AUEB/Translog,
Aeroport Nice Cote d’Azur, Aeroport
Toulouse, Athens International Airport,
Flughafen Hamburg, Flughafen München,
Flughafen Wien, AENA airport operation
representative

23.11.04 Promotion of APRON Groningen / The
Netherlands

SEAPLANE project meeting, MKmetric
(different auditorium of airports and
regional authorities than in 9’03)

For further details of the GA-meetings regarding the different topics discussed, the presentations
shown, the action lists or the critical path please refer to the projects web site which can be
located at: http://apron.server.de .
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Within this section a brief summary about the usefulness and relevance of the APRON system
as well as the financial aspects is presented.

4.1 Usefulness and need of an airport observatory

All stakeholders participating in the workshop reconfirmed the relevance of a European Airport
observatory and underlined the importance and usefulness for the European Airport Industry to
have an one-stop shop for airport related data.

The fragmentation of the existing data coupled with the inconsistent definitions of data
categories included in various existing data bases does not facilitate the formulation of efficient
decisions. For this purpose, the airport observatory developed during the APRON project
provides the basis for solving this problem. The APRON airport observatory prototype includes
useful data categories with a sufficient level of detail to cover important decision making and
policy needs.

A huge effort was made by the APRON project to bring together and harmonise data not only
from the individual airports participating so far in the observatory, but also data coming from
other sources, e.g. Eurostat, Eurocontrol, ACI, etc. However, in order for the airport observatory
to realise its full potential in terms of valuable data, more airports need to provide data. It is
therefore, considered of vital importance to promote the participation in the airport observatory
to more European Airports.

The airports representatives participating in the APRON workshop stated clearly their
preference in engaging ACI to be host for the APRON database whereby the possibility of
contracting external services is not excluded. ACI is considered, by airports, to be the most
appropriate body to run APRON and is the most entrusted and knowledgeable body which has
the potential to ensure the participation of a critical mass of airports (snowball effect) which is
essential for the efficient running of the airport observatory.

The stakeholders also reconfirmed their willingness to continue with the operation of the airport
observatory. The necessity for an airport observatory will become more important as airports
are become more business-minded and oriented towards non-aeronautical activities. However,
the stakeholders also emphasised the:
- need to increase airports participation in the observatory and
- problem regarding the cost associated with the maintenance of the data in the observatory.
The latter issue becomes more important for organisations that provide data for a number (as
opposed to a single) of airports when calculating the cost effectiveness.

To summarise the usefulness of the APRON system the benefits are structured by the different
user categories politics and airports as well as the technical and economic.
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Politics respectively Policy makers

1. Identification, validation, and collection of existing data and information requirements of
the airport decision making and policy formulation process

2. Channelling harmonised and validated aviation-related information to the desks of policy /
decision makers and the need for a platform to transport aviation information to the desks of
policy decision makers

3. Transparency of input for the policy formulation processes based on facts delivered by
airports to increase the acceptability of European policy

4. Lobby tool for specific questions to be addressed
5. Influence on the definition and computation of policy indicators
6. Direct contact with policy decision makers due to their participation in APRON
7. Permanent up to date information for an immediate reaction on policy issues
8. Europe wide approach for consistent information which is applicable to all airports
9. General source for the promotion of air transport
10. Increasing the level of understanding between policy makers and the airport industry
11. Possibility to monitor air transport policy
12. Potential to analyse effects of policy decisions

Airports internal use

1. Data source for diverse benchmarking
2. Strategic planning instrument
3. Contact points at operational level for the direct exchange of experience/knowledge
4. Data ownership is with the data provider and secure access to data
5. Consistency of comprehensive information
6. Basic information available for nearly all EU airports
7. Production of additional performance indicators from primary data available in the data

base
8. Fast access to data for urgent requests to enrich decision processes using the information
9. Information source for national policy tasks using comparisons with airports in other

countries
10. Assessment of e.g. airport development investments

Technical issues

1. Development of a platform / decision support system that will enable the dissemination, use
and interactive sharing of the collected information

2. Desktop approach
3. Availability of information via web 24/7 around the world
4. Access defined by general rules and hierarchical levels (i.e., reciprocity, granularity)
5. Flexibility to be extended concerning data items, indicators and hierarchies
6. All information electronically available
7. Ability to be extended for further services
8. Enter, edit, and extract data by remote function
9. Accountable framework of services
10. No physical co-location for data providers necessary (i.e., distributed provision of data)

such as Eurostat, Eurocontrol, airports
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11. The technical platform can be run by external services with sufficient technical know how
and equipment as well as experience in the fields addressed in the air transport database

Economic benefit

1. Time savings in the data collection phase (airports already face some direct and indirect
costs for collecting information and data from fragmented sources)

2. One stop shop for data covering a wide range of information (supply, demand,
infrastructure, etc.)

3. Automated update function and web-authoring capabilities
4. Cost efficient data pool due to less efforts for data collection
5. Download function of data provides the option to use the data for airport internal analysis
6. Production of tailor-made reports
7. Standardised data collection
8. Minimum investment necessary to run the database (web side linking the database,

contracting external services)
9. Reduction of double work by integration of existing data sources
10. Use of pre-specified or newly developed types of analysis by means of a combined use of

data maintained by APRON (i.e., use cases)

4.2 Estimated return of investment (ROI)

As well as the airports, the European Commission ( DG TREN) is also encouraging the
continuation of APRON if there is sufficient interest from the airports. For the continuation of
APRON it is important to have an agreement among the stakeholders to initiate it. In the second
year the target is to extend participation by the airports, to establish a pricing scheme and to
make the observatory self sustainable. In the following subsection an example is given which
clearly shows the economic validity of the approach.

Estimated Costs summary

The cost and man month (MM) estimates are based on experiences gained during the APRON
project and the assumption of 10 k€ per MM. The work to be performed is separated into
categories.

Table 4 Estimated Cost Summary: all function for APRON Observatory
Category Start-up avg. MM

Estimation
Start-up avg. k€
Estimation

On-going avg. MM
Estimation

On-going avg.
K€

Representation 1 10 1,5 15
Administration 1,5 15 4 40
Technical 2,1 47,5 7,55 75,5
Database 0,25 2,5 6,25 62,5
Total 4,85 75 19,3 193

Estimated Revenues

The following table shows an initial estimate of the revenues based on the number of system
users and a pay-per-month pricing scheme. The basic idea underlying the data in the table is to
have the start-up financed by the EC or to have the start-up financing covered by some form of
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grant from or via the EC and ACI and for the ongoing financing to be covered by users (due to a
paying scheme for the use of the observatory services – in this example: the scheme assumed is
“pay-per-month”). The estimates are:

Table 5 Estimated Revenues: short-term / long-term

User groups Expected
no. users
short term

Revenue k€
estimated
short term

Expected
no. users
long term

Revenue k€
estimated
long term

Revenue per user
per month in €

Airports, ACI Europe 35 0 200 240 100
Policy 5 0 26 31,2 0
Total 40 0 226 271,2

The table shows estimates of the number of users per user group in the short-term and the long-
term.

In the short-term the users will not be charged for the use of the observatory services, as these
users need to act as multiplicators for the promotion of the observatory. Therefore the column
“Revenue k€ estimated short term” is 0 for all user groups.

In the long term columns and the user group “Policy” it is assumed that no fee will be charged
for the use of the observatory services. The last column “revenue per user p. month €” for row
“Policy” the cell value is therefore empty (i.e. 0).

For the user group “Airports, ACI Europe” the fee assumed for the calculation of the long-term
revenue is 100 € per user per month.

The last row of the table shows the totals.

Of course these are only very rough estimates that depend crucially on the chosen pricing
scheme and a number of other assumptions.

The pricing scheme could be pay-per-use and proportional to airport size. Whether airports pay
for a yearly licence (1200 Euro or 5000 Euro) or they pay per data extraction (prices for
indicators then have to be defined) this can be implemented in a flexible accounting system. The
pricing scheme will have to be decided by the APRON Observatory management and the data
owners. Estimated ROI
Following the cost estimates and the estimated revenues, it will now be possible to make an
initial (estimated) return-on-investment calculation. The following table shows the ROI per year
for the two phases “short term” and “long term”:

Table 6 Estimated ROI: all function for APRON Observatory
ROI Short term k€

estimated
long term k€
estimated

Costs 75 193
Revenues 0 271,2
Total ROI -75 78,2

Start-up financing is expected so that the observatory can be installed and the first set of
interested airports contributing can benefit, with the first year free of charge.
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The computed Return of Investment (ROI) listed above is based on assumptions that there are
200 airports using the system and paying a monthly fee of 100 Euro which is an extremely low
price. A fee for policy users has not been put forward as this is a matter for the board to allow
access and to evaluate whether the lobby function holds more value than any price. There are
also indications that other institutions such as airlines and Eurocontrol would be interested in
using the information for their own market analyses or models etc but once again that will be up
to the board to decide and no fees have been suggested.

Although the estimates are rather conservative, neither worst-case nor best-case scenario, the
financial sustainability of the observatory is very likely, since more or less equal costs and
revenues can be achieved. Obviously the pricing could be adjusted accordingly to reach a break-
even point on a yearly basis. This would be in line with the philosophy of the observatory of
creating a win-win situation: the observatory is financially sustainable and the users have a
high-quality, one-stop-shop for data and information of the air sector.
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6 GLOSSARY

Besides the partners names the following acronyms have been used in the text.

ACI Airports Council International Europe
ADV Association of German airports
AIA Athens International Airport
Catchment Regional hemisphere of influence of an airport
DG Directorate General
EC European Commission
EU European Union
ECMT European Conference of Ministers of Transport
Eurocontrol European organisation for the safety of air navigation
EUROSTAT Statistical Office of the European Communities
ETIS European Transport policy Information System
HTML Hyper Text Markup Language
IATA International Air Transport Association
k€ 1.000,- Euro
MM Man Month
MoC Memorandum of Commitment
MUC Munich Airport GmbH
NCE Nice Cote d’Azure Airport
O&D Origin&Destination, flow between Origin and Destination regions
ROI Return on Investment
SEABIRD Sustainable and Efficient Air transport in the Baltic sea region –

Integrated analyses and Recommendations for Development
perspectives, European Regional Development Fund INTERREG IIC –
Baltic Sea Region

SEAPLANE Sustainable and Efficient Air transport – Platform for Linked Analysis
of the North SEa air transport, European Regional Development Fund
INTERREG IIIB – North Sea Region

TA Technical Annex
TBD To be determined
TLS Toulouse-Blagnac Airport
TREN Transport and Energy
WebGenesis GENeration Support for Web-based Information Systems
WP Work Package
XML Extensible Markup Language
XSLT Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation
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7 ANNEX: SCREEN SHOTS OF OBSERVATORYWEB SITE

A number of screen shots of the live observatory at http://apron.server.de are presented here.
They provide an impression of the web site from a (logged in) user’s perspective.

7.1 Welcome Page http://apron.server.de

7.2 Internal Area-> Login
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7.3 Screen after login: Example user logged in: Airport Munich

7.4 Internal Area -> Internal Area

The site’s internal area presents the considerable data in a structured manner.
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7.5 Indicator Definitions

Example R: Regional Variables
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R1. Regional structure by seats offered

7.6 Airport Data
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Airport Basic Data EDDM 2003

Aggregate Indicators (PAX)
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A1. General overview (air passenger transport) by country and airports

XLS files of data e.g. A1.01 Air passenger transport by reporting country: Munich Franz Josef
Strauss - EDDM (2003)
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7.7 Airport Survey

To see an example of data on an Airport select the airport of interest e.g. Athens International
Airport Eleftherios Venizelos - LGAV (2003)

and select a further detail in the information required e.g. Infrastructure Landside and
Management: LGAV (2003) to acquire this screen
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The screen shows available data constrained by the rule of “reciprocity”, which states that a user
is only allowed to see data of other users only if the user in question also provided data on the
same topic; see the red entries.

7.8 Other Sources
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e.g. EUROSTAT CD-ROM

Final Draft Glossary on Air Transport Statistics
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e.g. I. INFRASTRUCTURE

7.9 Making Tables
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Making Tables
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Display Data
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Pie Chart
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7.10 MakingTables > UseCaseSpecifications
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e.g. MKM: Cohesion using MKmetric Accessibility Indicator
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R1 Accessibility

7.11 MakingTables > UseCaseSpecifications -> MKM: Market Structure
Characteristics (A)t the airport: D1.01, S4.01, D5.07, S4.03, S4.05, D6.05, D6.04
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“Preselection of Airports and Indicators for Use Case”

Display Data
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7.12 MakingTables -> Making Multi Value Indicator Tables
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Display Data

7.13 MakingTables -> Making Airport Pairs Tables
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